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Suicide attempts reach 4 so far this semester

Heather Stanek
WINONAN

Akir.1:10 .

Winona State University's Counseling
Center has already counseled four suicidal
students this semester, with one requiring
hospitalization.
Psychologist Lynda Brzezinski said the
Counseling Center has seen an increase in
the number of suicidal students, including
those who need hospitalization, over the
past few years.
Brzezinski said the increase in suicidal
students is most likely due to mental illnesses, such as depression, anxiety and
bipolar disorder.
She said sexual assault, drinking, relationship breakups and not doing well in
school make mental illnesses harder on
students.
Brzezinski said determining the cause
of suicidal thoughts is difficult because
most students are influenced by a variety
of factors.
"It's so complex," she said. "It's hard to
pinpoint just one or two things."
Brzezinski said students also don't handle stress well because they don't experience it enough or have too much of it.
"Young people have a lot more problems than in the past and they don't have
adequate coping skills," she said. "It's a
learned helplessness-they have either been
AJ Janiak/WINoNAN
sheltered from adversity throughout their
lives, or their lives have been so chaotic Four weeks into the second semester and already
that they don't learn how to handle Winona State University students fill the library stressing
out about tests and papers. Counseling services said
stress."
that
stress is one reason why there has been four suicide
She said students who experience some
attempts
this semester.
adversity typically handle stress better.
Brzezinski said suicidal thoughts affect
an equal number of Winona State stuods, such as guns.
dents, with age, gender, year in school, and place of
Students living in dorms are easier to help because
residence not being factors.
there are people available to assist the Counseling
She said usually females in general attempt suicide Center, Brzezinski said.
more often than males, but males successfully commit
She said resident assistants watch for suicidal stusuicide more often because they use more lethal methSee Suicides, Page 4

Incoming first-year
students limited
WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY
PUBLIC INFORMATION
OFFICE

Due to an increased number of highly qualified firstyear students seeking admission to Winona State University for Fall 2004, the university
has reluctantly decided to limit
the number of freshmen who
will be admitted. Those limits
were put into effect Jan. 20,
2004.
President Darrell Krueger
said the university must limit
the size of the Fall 2004 freshman class in order to provide
sufficient housing opportunities and class availability for
students.
"It's our responsibility to
maintain the quality of our
programs," Krueger said.
"This means we must limit our
enrollment to ensure high
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Iverson/WmioNAN

Now it's
even easier
to connect
with fellow
Winona State
University
students
when trying
to sell your
textbooks.
Through the
new Student
Booktrade
Web site,
almost 300
books have
been sold
already with
hundreds
more up for
grabs.

quality education and an
enriching university experience for all students."
Doug Schacke, director of
admissions, said the freshman
application limits have developed because more people are
choosing to come to Winona
State for their education and
stay here until graduation.
"Winona State still remains
as the first choice school for
more than 80 percent of its
students," Schacke said.
Last fall, Winona State
University hit an all-time high
in total student enrollment
(more than 8,000 students)
and a near record high in
freshmen-to-sophomore retention rates (75 percent).
This year's action to limit
freshmen enrollments comes
ten days earlier than it did last
year. In 2003, those limits
went into effect on Jan. 31.

M Counselor:
We're understaffed
Heather Stanek
WINONAN

Winona State University's Counseling Services
does not have enough counselors to handle the number
of students seeking help,
one counselor said.
Lynda Brzezinski, a psychologist and professor,
said the university should
have five to eight full-time
counselors to accommodate
the number of students.
"The national average is
one counselor to every
1,000 to 1,500 students,"
Brzezinski said.
Counseling Services currently has three full-time
counselors, one emergency
counselor and one intern.
Brzezinski said having
an intern helps serve students, but it can take away
time from other counselors.
"We need to take the
time to • train interns,"
Brzezinski said. "That gives
us less time to talk to students."
Counseling
Services
activities — career counseling, class presentations and
teaching orientation classes
— also take away time to be
with students, said Brzezinski.
She said she was unsure
of why the university has

not hired more counselors,
but suspected that budget
cuts have something to do
with it.
The number of available
counselors is a concern
because more students with
severe depression and suicidal impulses are using
Counseling Services,
Brzezinski said.
"We had 40 suicidal students last semester," said
Brzezinski. "Four students
attempted suicide in the first
three weeks."
Brzezinski said Counseling Services works with the
Winona Community
Memorial Hospital and students are hospitalized if
they seem suicidal.
She said the hospital
holds care conferences
where students are treated
for suicidal impulses.
"We also keep in touch
with the RA's (residential
assistants) in the dorms,"
Brzezinski said. "If we
notice that a student isn't
going to class, we'll ask
someone who lives on their
floor to check on them."
More students are seeking help because they are
learning more about counseling and feel less embarrassed to ask for guidance,
Brzezinski said.
See Stress, Page 4

Fish tailing...

GOP
club flag
project
approved

Heather Stanek
WiNoNAN

The College Republican's
plan to put American flags in
every classroom at Winona State
University will be carried out,
said former College Republicans
chair Nick Ridge.
Cal Winbush, vice president
of student affairs, and Facilities
Director Dick Lande approved
placement of the flags in a meeting with College Republicans
chair Parker Hjelmberg and
Ridge last Friday morning,
Ridge said.
The decision came without
the consultation of faculty senate. The senate briefly discussed
the flags a few months ago.
Ridge said he was waiting for
direction from faculty senate
after student senate voted to support the College Republican's
efforts in October. Ridge said he
sent e-mails to faculty senate
members.
Ridge said he finally received
a reply Monday morning. He
said he doesn't understand why
the faculty senate would want to
get involved now.
"They may oppose it in private, but there's no way they're
going to reject it in public,"
Ridge said. "I'm kind of sick of
this bureaucracy. This should
never have taken this long."
The flags will be placed once
Lande has determined prices for
Plexiglas and flags, he said. The
College Republicans will fit the
See Flags, Page 4

They may
oppose it in
private, but
there's no way
they're going
to reject it in
public.
Chris Warrington/WINoNAN

A student accidentally over steers a turn on Howard Street near the Performing Arts
Center as roads remained slippery due to an additional one to two inches of snow
that fell Sunday and continued into Monday.,

Nick Ridge
Former chair of the
College Republicans

G oodbye • WSU senior, senate team up

book wall
Erik McClanahan
WINONAN

The Winona State University senior who created a Web
site for students to buy and sell
their used textbooks online is
now in a partnership with the
student senate.
Dylan Davis, a student
majoring in business administration, designed the site he
calls Student Booktrade in 60
hours last semester. He got the
idea for the site after taking a
class with business administration professor Pat Paulson,
who helped him get the site up
and running.
When the student senate
was looking into creating a

for book-swapping Web site

similar Web site they noticed and since he had already creatthat Davis had beaten them to ed the site it was an easy
the punch, student senator choice to team up with him.
Craig PearDavis met
son said.
with the 5W"We diddent senate
n't think
last week to
site prowe'd have
discuss his
vides an easier
enough time
web site. He
way for students now has the
to create our
own Web
option
of
to sell and buy
site," he said.
being
an
books.
"We (the stuassociate
dent senate)
member of
Dylan Davis
are all pretty
the senate by
computer
working
Student Booktrade creator
illiterate."
through the
According to student sena- academic affairs committee.
for Tim Donahue, Davis had
Davis said he was excited
the technical expertise the stu- when the student senate condent senate was looking for, tacted him to use the site.

This

"He was very useful and
offered the student senate a lot
of insight on the project,"
Pearson said.
Both Davis and the student
senate agree that this is a winwin situation for all involved.
According to Davis, the site
works best using the Microsoft
Explorer browser on Windows
machines and is accessible
only from campus computers.
"I've had a few complaints
from students about the site,"
Davis said. "They all dealt
with the fact that the site is
only accessible on campus."
Senate is working on
changing that, Donahue said.
Davis said that he will
See Book Trade, Page 4
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today • Mostly sunny today with out
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a chance for precipitation.
The high is in the upper
teens and the low is in the
lower teens.
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This week starts out sunny, then moving into
a little bit of snow, and then finally topping
off with a little partly cloudy weather.

All Classes on Assessment
Day are cancelled, except
labs or classes that meet
once per week. Individual
instructors may choose to
cancel those classes — ask
so you know!
All Students

Assesment Day +
Sche dule

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Smaug from 11:30 a.m. to
2 p.m.
All first-year students: 9:30
A.M.

■ Meet with their orientation groups from fall semesters to discuss what you liked
and what you didn't like about
your first year at Winona
State.
■ Important: The rooms
that you go to are listed here
■ If you weren't in an orientation group, go to Somsen
330.

■ Please log into the
Assessment Web site and fill
out a survey telling us what
you like about Winona State
University and what we need
to work on. You can reach the
Web site directly from the
WSU home page.
■ The survey will be available starting Feb. 11 and be Students who have comavailable for about 2 weeks.
pleted between 45-70 cred■ You can log in anytime its: 10:15 a.m.
— day or night — starting
■ Find out if you have
Feb. 11.
between 45-70 credits by
■ Use the student surveys clicking on the number of
link on this page.
credits.
■ The survey will take you
■ Report to Minne Hall at
about 15 minutes to corn- 10:15 a.m. to take the Generplete.
al Education Exam.
■ Counseling Center sur■ The exam will take about
vey in Lourdes and West Cafe 1 1/2 hours.

■ There will be door prizes
and $50 cash awards for students with the five best scores
on each exam.
■ Bring your WSU ID, pencil and a calculator. You will
not be allowed to take the
exam without your ID.
■ SPECIAL INCENTIVE
FOR THOSE STUDENTS
TAKING THE EXAM: Students who take the general
education exam will be able to
REGISTER EARLY for fall
semester during a special
"advantage" registration day.
This will allow students who
have completed the general
education exam to register
before other students who
have between 45-70 credits
who chose not to take the
exam.
■ If you qualified for the
exam last year and still have
earned less than 70 credits,
you are eligible to take the
exam again. There are five
different test modules, so it is
likely you will not have the

source: weather.com

Upcoming Events
Today

Tickets for Timberwolves v. Cavaliers game Friday on sale,
UPAC office, Kryzsko Commons, $20.
Tickets for Wild v. Oilers game Feb. 13 on sale, UPAC
office, Kryzsko Commons, $25.
Golden Key information tables, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., lower
hyphen, Kryzsko Commons.

♦
Jan. 23 — At 9:15 a.m. maintenance reported that a Bobcat
struck a vehicle parked on
Winona Street and caused minor
damage.
Jan. 23 —At 7:38 p.m. security cited several students for an
alcohol violation in Sheehan
Hall. The matter was referred to
the hall director.
Jan. 23 — At 5:30 p.m. a student reported his vehicle was
struck while parked in the south
Sheehan Hall parking lot.
Jan. 23 — At 9 p.m. a resident of Sheehan! !Hall reported
that she was missing a ring. She
,

Feb. 5

WSU Residential College International Music Series featuring liberal arts dean Joe Gow and American Blues Music, 7
p.m., Lourdes Hall North Lounge, free.
Dr. Milt Hakel, modern theories of learning, 7 to 9 p.m.
Maxwell Leadership Center and ITV in Rochester.
1: to 2:30 p.m. — New University study group members
2:30 to 4 p.m. — Council of Administrators
4 to 5:30 p.m. — Faculty
7 to 9 p.m. — Public session: "Learning Theory in Higher
Education"
9 p.m. — Students
Feb. 6

Timberwolves v. Cavaliers game, bus leaves at 3:30 p.m.
Friday behind Minne Hall.
Feb. 7

THAD Guthrie Matinee Trip: "Crowns" by Regina Taylor,
sign up in Performing Arts Center room 206, students
$20/$25, others $25/$30.
Music scholarship auditions (instrumental and vocal)

same ones you completed
last year.
■ If you will not have
earned 45 credits by Feb.
11, 2004, but are expecting to
reach the 45-credit point by
March 1 — for instance, you
are awaiting transfer credits
or an "incomplete" to change
to a grade — you can still take
the exam. However, unless
you have reached 45 earned
credits by March 1, 2004, you
will not be eligible to participate in the advantage registration period for fall semester.
■ Going to Lobby Day?
Please call Mary at 457-5004.
We will offer the exam at two.
times on Thursday, Feb. 12,
to those students who participated in Lobby Day.
Juniors and Seniors:

A bunch of academic
departments have activities
planned. Check with your
advisor or the department
chairperson to find out what's
going on in your department.

Campus Security +

suspected the ring was taken
sometime on Jan. 22. The value
of the ring was $200.
Jan. 23 — At 11:53 p.m.
security cited several students
for an alcohol violation in the
Quad. The matter was referred
to the hall director.
Jan. 24 — At 1:30 a.m. security cited several students for
attempting to bringing alcohol
into Lourdes Hall. The matter
was referred to the hall director.
Jan. 24 — At 2 a.m. an individual was found passed out in
the basement of Kryzsko Commons. The police were notified

dent reported that an undetermined amount of money was
removed from her room at
approximately 11:30 p.m. The
matter referred to the director of
security.
Jan. 27 — At 11:34 p.m. a
fire alarm was activated at the
East Lake Campus. The alarm
went off due to food burning in
an oven.
Jan. 30 — At 4:17 a.m. the
fire department responded to
Lourdes Hall due to an alarm
caused by food burning in an
oven.

and the matter was referred to
the university conduct officer.
Jan. 24 — At 2:45 a.m. several students were cited for an
alcohol violation in the Tau
Center.
Jan. 25 — At 9:08 p.m. security assisted residence life staff
with an alcohol and drug violation at Lourdes Hall. The matter
was referred to the hall director.
Jan. 25 — At 9:45 p.m. security assisted residence life with
an alcohol violation in Maria
Hall. The matter referred to the
hall director.
Jan. 27 — At 7:30 p.m. a stu-

Profs surveying faculty for retiree center
Heather Stanek

The surveys were sent to give Winona State retirees the
226 retirees, 659 campus opportunity to stay in touch with
employees and 101 campus the campus, Stevens said.
A survey to determine offices, said Reynolds.
He said retirees using the
Winona State University faculty
Stevens said all staff and center would have the opportuand retiree interest in an Emeriti administration would be eligible nity to possibly serve as guest
Center was sent out the first to participate in center activi- speakers, supervise student
week of the semester, Professor ties.
research, mentor students and
Jim Reynolds said.
Reynolds and Stevens pre- new faculty, act as advisors,
Reynolds and Ron Stevens, sented the Emeriti Center idea become tutors or teach classes.
both sociology professors at to president Krueger last OctoStevens and Reynolds said
Winona State, sent the surveys ber, and have since then been they would also like to see a
to get input from faculty and doing research for the center.
project of the history of Winona
retirees about a possible retiree
The Emeriti Center would State done through the center.
center for the university.

Reynolds said an Emeriti
Center would not force faculty
responsibilities on retirees.
"It is meant to supplement
and enhance, rather than
replace," Reynolds said.
Reynolds said the center also
would increase diversity on
campus and offer students more
resources.
"It will enhance the campus
culture," he said. "We will be
building a multi-generation
campus here."

W IN ONAN

Feb. 10

Faculty Recital: Rich MacDonald and Mike James, 7:30
p.m., Performing Arts Center Recital Hall, $5, students $3.
Feb. 11

All-university assessment day
Feb. 12

All-you-can-eat taco dinner fundraiser for Law and Society
Association, 9 to 11 p.m., Jeffersons Pub and Grill, $5.
Leep 27 concert, 8 p.m., Student Union, free.
Feb. 13

Spring tuition payment due.
Deadline for Golden Key applications

Krans wins state investigative journalism award
The Minnesota Newspaper
Association awarded the first
place investigative reporting
award to Winonan news editor
Brian Krans on Saturday in the
2002-2003 Better Newspaper
Contest's college division.
Krans was awarded for his
300-plus interview, 10-week
investigation into how easy
underage drinkers infiltrate
Winona's downtown bar scene.
The story, "Top 10 area bars

minors frequent," appeared in
the Winonan March 26, 2003.
Of the story, judges commented,
"Piece reflects significant leg
work (reporting and interviewing) on important topic of interest to campus and surrounding
communities."
The story's content was
stronger than the form, organization and writing and would
have been much stronger with
authoritative data from

Wild v. Oilers game, bus leaves at 3:30 p.m. Friday behind
Minne Hall.
Renaissance Madrigal Banquet: Harry and Lauren Mechell,
directors; 6:30 p.m., Lourdes Hall, tickets: 457-2907.

Winona State University

Winonan

local/state law enforcement,
judges said.
Newspaper editors in Michigan judged the contest.
The story was written in a
senior-level journalism class
taught by Professor John
Vivian.
Second place in the division
went to Minnesota State University—Mankato Reporter
writer Ben Malakoff for a story
titled, "Basketball coach did not

Editor-in-Chief

Adam Crowson
Managing Editor
Jenny Miller
Business Manager

Michelle Gunderson

Want to get your club's 15
minutes?
The Winonan is looking for
events to put in the calendar
and for story ideas. Send
your events to
wsunewseditor@yahoo.com

Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Winonan is
managed, funded and operated by and for
members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate
and relevant to readers. Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal
journalistic creed that information be delivered
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Wi n o n a n is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.

News Editor

Brian Krans
Sports Editor

suspend player for DWI, AD
unaware."
In the professional category,
the Winona Daily News was
awarded second place for general reporting in the dailies with
over 10,000 circulation.
Cynthya Porter of the
Winona Post was awarded with
second place for best local news
story in the weeklies over
10,000-category for the story
"District 861 to pay $200,000."
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Got
beef?

Anne Jungen
WINONAN

Winona State University students have an anonymous way of
venting about their professors.
The Web site, RateMyProfessors.com, allows college students to rate and evaluate their
professors. Winona State currently has 315 professors rated
on the site.
Students can log on at no cost
and rate professors on a scale of
0.0 to 5.0 on easiness, helpfulness, clarity and attractiveness.
Professors are given an overall quality rating based on helpfulness and clarity, while attractiveness and easiness are not factored into the overall quality rating.

Web site offers anonymous prof bashing

The Web site also allows
students to add additional
specific comments and evaluations of professors.
One student wrote, "Where
did they find this guy? He also
looks like an ostrich." Another
student wrote, "Absolutely horrid, would not wish her on my
worst enemy." Another student
wrote, "He will destroy you like
an academic ninja."
Each professor receives a different color smiley face based on
his or her rating.
A smiling yellow face is a
positive rating, a green face is an
average rating and a blue face a
negative rating.
A red chili pepper next to a
professor's name indicates
whether or not they are good
looking.
Marketing professor, James

Bovinet, was the highest rated his untraditional teaching methWinona State professor, with a ods. Bovinet varies his teaching
5.0 overall rating after 15 votes. method each semester because
"It's a real honor," Bovinet he thinks there is always somesaid.
"I'm
thing that can
here for the
be improved.
students."
He asks and
Bovinet
listens to his
thinks the
students to find
e will destroy
Web site is a
out what
you like an
good way for
worked well
and what did
students to
academic ninja.
not
and
express their
opinions.
changes
his
"I
think
methods
Anonymous according to
students are
the most
their opinions.
Posted on
important
"I want
RateMyPr ofessors.com
them to enjoy
voice,"
Bovinet said.
knowledge," Bovinet said. "I
Bovinet feels he has such a don't want them to think it's all
high rating because he teaches dry and boring. Knowledge is
the way he thinks students learn power."
the best and they respond well to
Lower rated professors, such

as Kevin Possin, philosophy professor, declined to comment on
their ratings.
John Swapceinski, president
and founder, created the Web site
in 1999 after he "had a particularly dastardly professor who I
decided to warn the world about
by creating a Web site."
Swapceinski said he continues to keep the site running so
"students can get an idea ahead
of time as to which professors to
take, thereby improving the
quality of their education."
As of Jan. 31, there were
1,530,437 total ratings of
316,502 professors at 3,737 different schools nationwide.
The site operators review
each new rating and reserve the
right to remove offensive comments and ratings.
The site allows students and

professors to contact the site
about messages they feel should
be removed. Professors cannot
have their names deleted from
the website.
Swapceinski said that over 65
percent of the ratings are positive. He said he receives a lot of
positive e-mails from professors,
along with negative ones.
Students are allowed to view
the 10 most recent ratings of a
professor. If students want to see
all the ratings, they must buy a
Gold Membership for $6.95 a
year.
However, all of the ratings are
factored into the overall rating,
even if students cannot view
them.
There is a sister site, RateMyTeachers.com , for high
school students.

Deputy Chief: Loud party complaints down with temperatures
Emily Finley
WINONAN

With the recent cold and
snow, complaints from neighbors about loud parties decrease
in comparison to the warmer fall
and spring seasons, Winona
Deputy Chief of Police Tom
Williams said Thursday.
Williams, an 18-year veteran
of the Winona Police Department, said this happens for a few
reasons. First, because windows
and doors are closed in the winter, noise is more contained at
loud parties. He said this is also
true because when it's cold out-

side, people don't want to be out
walking to parties.
As a result, however, driving
while intoxicated citations do
have a tendency to increase in
colder months, Williams said.
"People are driving home
from the bar instead of walking
when it's cold out," he said.
According to Williams, the
real winter crime issue is alternate-side parking.
"Every year alternate-side
parking is a huge deal," he said.
"Our goal is to figure out how to
make it work best for everyone."
In January 2002, the fine for
an alternate-side parking ticket

jumped from $7 to $25.
Williams said the $7 fines just
weren't making an impact, but
that the $25 fines seem to be
working.
"We used to tow about 70 to
80 cars on nights we towed. On
a recent tow night, we only
towed about 40 cars," he said.
Instead of ticketing cars, officers would much rather be doing
something else, Williams said.
There are fewer officers out
on foot patrol in the winter too,
he said.
Foot patrols can hear and see
better than officers in squad cars,
which is why there are foot

patrols out in the fall and spring.
These officers are paid overtime
by Winona State University as
well, Williams said.
"When school first starts,
that's when we usually have the
greatest complaints from neighbors, because it is warm out," he
said.
The Winona Police Department typically targets the area
from Wilson Street to Franklin
Street, and from the bar district
to Sarnia Street, which encompasses most of the Winona State
University campus and surrounding housing, he said.
Another reason fall is a more

popular time for officers to be
out on foot is because every fall
brings a new group of freshman
who are "exploring their freedom," Williams said.
To the disbelief of many students, "police officers are not out
to make lives miserable,"
Williams said.
Williams said success is a
double-edged sword when it
comes to crime, because multiple arrests means officers are
doing their jobs, but few arrests
means a city is safe.
"It is just dependent on your
perspective," Williams said.
Williams said the new East

Lake Apartments, at the intersection of Sarnia Street and Franklin
Street, have not had any real
impact on the department's
patrolling area.
"We have only had about one
call to East Lake. The apartments have been very good," he
said.
Williams said he believes this
is true in large part because of
campus security, who he said are
"keeping a lid on things."
On the other hand, Williams
said the police department has
not seen a decrease in off-campus house parties since the East
Lake apartments were built.

Minnesota State Universities

Job Fair
2004
Minneapolis Convention Center
February 13, 2004
Juniors, Seniors 8c Alumni Welcome!
Register with Career Services by
February 6, 2004
3M
ACR Homes, Inc.
Aerotek inc.
Affinity Plus FCU
AFLAC
Air Force
American Family insurance
American Red Cross
AmeriCorps/CACI
Auto-Owners insurance Company
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
Best Buy
Beverly Healthcare
Border Foods
Buffets, Inc.
BUNAC
Robinson Worldwi4e, inc.
Canterbury Park
Carlson Companies
CFG Insurance Services
CIMA LABS
City of Madison Wisconsin
City of St. Paul HR
Dart Transit Company
Department of Veterans Affairs
Diversified Financial Concepts
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Farm Bureau Financial Services
Federated insurance Companies
Finish Line
First Investors
Friendship Ventures
G&K Services

G&K Services
Girl Scouts - Land 0:Lakes Council
GMAC-RFC
Goodwill/Easter Seals
HealthPartners
Hennepin County
HerbergerslYounkers Dept, Store
Hertz Local Edition
ING DIRECT
IRS Criminal Investigation Division
Kmart Corporation
Lockheed Martin
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Student senate supports Gateway Center plan
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Erik McClanahan
WINONAN

Winona
State
officials
learned last Tuesday that they
have the support of the student
senate in the construction and
land acquisition of the Gateway
Center.
Members of the student senate met with high-ranking
Winona State officials in President Krueger's office to discuss
the future of the campus during a
regular meet-and-confer session.
Student senate president
Michael Hofland announced the
passing of the motion in support
of the Gateway Center.
"The big reason for our support is because the Gateway

Center is a creative solution for
the deferred maintenance plan,"
he said.
According to Construction
Consulting Partners Inc.,
"deferred maintenance is incomplete routine tasks and tasks having extended maintenance cycles
such as re-roofing, and it must
also include routine repairs that
have been intentionally delayed,
or overlooked. Deferred maintenance plans then are established
to provide proper funding and
scheduling to allow these tasks
to be handled before catastrophic failure."
Krueger said that this is a big
decision for all involved because
future students expect new and
better buildings on campus.

"We need
dent senato think
tors disabout what
cussed safewe were
ty issues
given when
pertaining to
we came to
This i 'Lir
the prothis universiposed
Linchance to leave
ty," Krueger
coln buildour legacy for
said. "This is
ing parking
a chance to
lot.
future students.
leave
our
Accordlegacy
for
ing to
Darrell Krueger Winona
the
future
students."
University Presiden't State faciliHofland
ties managalso mener, Dick
tioned that
Lande, leavthe student senate supported the ing the Lincoln building vacant
idea of having a parking garage would be potentially dangerous,
attached to the Gateway Center. so it makes sense to tear down
Krueger and many of the stu- the building and turn it into a

parking lot.
President Krueger has concerns for students walking from
the Lincoln parking lot to campus.
The university has plans for
the construction of walking tunnels under Huff, Winona and
Johnson streets, which will keep
students from having to deal
with traffic when walking to
campus from the Lincoln parking lot, Lande said.
Student senator Amy Ridgley
suggested security escorts for
students walking to and from the
parking lot.
Some student senators questioned the need for the university
to purchase the Lincoln building
right now.

"To acquire a block of land in
Winona is rare," Krueger said,
"this is our only chance to get
the Lincoln land."
Jim Schmidt, vice president
of university advancement, said
that the $700,000 purchase of
the Lincoln building is a bargain,
and the university should not
pass it up because the land will
be lost if they don't get it now.
"We are trying to leave this
place better than we found it,"
Schmidt said.
"There will be troubles in trying to fund the Lincoln building," Krueger said, "but I want
to put out as much vision as I
can for the changing university
and make the land more beautiful."

Feeling the fatty 'freshman 1 5' sneaking up?
Healthy YOUniversity hosting weekly wellness seminars
Emily Finley
WINONAN
To help students reach their
New Year's resolutions or get in
shape by spring break, Healthy
YOUniversity has begun weekly
meetings to instruct students on
how to live a healthier lifestyle.
The Winona State University
club Spreading Health Awareness through Peer Education
started the four-week Healthy
YOUniversity program after
winter break.

"Often sudents have had the
freshman 15 catch up to them by
second semester or the five to 10
pounds they gained over winter
break," SHAPE advisor Ruth
Schroeder said.
Schroeder, a health educator,
leads the Healthy YOUniversity
meetings, and has worked in student health services for 13 years.
"The main goal is to get people together for support," she
said. "The other goal is that if
people join a program, it is easier
to stay on task."
Schroeder said sometimes

students are leery of group activities because they think it might
be too "therapy oriented."
Healthy YOUniversity, however, "is not just a lecture, it's
very interactive and solutionfocused," she said.
The program started Jan. 22,
and meets once a week for four
weeks, covering topics like setting realistic goals, fad diets,
nutrition for college students and
how to make a lifestyle change
on a long-term basis.
Schroeder said the key to
reaching weight-loss goals is "to

find a strategy that gets you what
you want and making it doable —
being realistic."
Within the last 20 years, "portion sizes have drastically
increased, causing calories to
almost double," Schroeder said.
As a result, monitoring the
amount of calories a person takes
in everyday versus the amount of
calories a person burns everyday
is easier than a fad diet, she said.
Most people couldn't do an
extremely low-carb diet like the
Atkin's diet their whole life, as
opposed to a more manageable

low-carb type diet, Schroeder
said.
The key is to focus on a longterm lifestyle instead of shortterm weight loss, which is why
Healthy YOUniversity focuses
on finding strategies that are
individually manageable, she
said.
"Any time you are looking at
a behavior change, you have to
be serious and devote the time
and energy. It takes a fair
amount of time and energy,
because you need a very structured, intentional process,"

Schroeder said.
Healthy YOUniversity is a
good way to work with others
who are trying to reach the same
goals, she said.
Originally the meetings were
planned for a core group to go
through all four meetings together, but anyone can jump in any
week they want to attend,
Schroeder said.
Healthy YOUniversity meetings are free, and held at 6:30
p.m. Thursday nights in Maxwell
Hall, meeting room 304.

Stress
Continued from Page 1
She said the war in Iraq, the
economy and tuition increases
also have added to student stress.
"Many students have family
members who are in the military," Brzezinski said. "These
students have fears about their
family being sent, or already
being in Iraq."
She said graduating seniors
and returning students are worried about finding jobs.
Stress about finding work is

very common for students,
Brzezinski said.
"About 85 to 90 percent of
my students that are looking for
jobs, both on and off campus, tell
me about how stressful it is,"
Brzezinski said.
She said readjusting to the
new semester and the winter
weather is also hard on students.
Brzezinski said students
should set aside time for themselves every day. She said stu-

Flags
Continued from Page 1

JUST YOUR SIZE
2 BR luxury Jacuzzi Master Suite,
vaulted ceilings, deck panaromic
river vie, yard, garden
2 BR without Jacuzzi also available.

3 BR HOUSE near WSU, Parking lot,
laundry, Includes heat,
and most utilities.
3 BR Apt, Very Nice!
4 BR in Newer 4-Plex near WSU.
Huge living Room 2 FULL
Bathrooms. Laundry, Parking lot,
Central AC, Dishwasher.
Includes heat and most utilities.
—4 BR HOUSE, 1 block from WSU
*la Cats allowed with refundable deposit.
Bluff City Properties, Inc, is renting its largest apartments for

the year 2004-2005 rental season. Get your group together
and take a look!

Call 507.450.3288 or 507.454.4444 for an appointment or
stop by our mita! office at 516 Main Street, (moss from VISO.

bill.
Veterans of Foreign Wars payRidge said he didn't know ing for the majority.
how much Plexiglas would
Contacting academic deans
cost, but that it would be inex- and the Inter-Faculty Organizapensive.
tion for further approval won't
The university will not be necessary, Ridge said.
charge for labor to install the
Students have been very
flags, he said.
supportive of the project, he
Lande proposed Plexiglas said.
covers to prevent flag theft,
"At the beginning of the
Ridge said.
semester we wanted to do
"It's a great idea," he said. something positive for the
"It will protect the flags from campus that we thought wouldtheft and preserve their quali- n't be political," Ridge said.
ty.
He said students shouldn't
The flags Will cost about feel offended by the flag pro$1,200, said Ridge.
ject.
He said the College Repub"I think that if the American
licans at the university raised flag offends you or violates
almost $1,000 from receptive your academic freedom, then
organizations and individuals rethink your presence in
by writing fundraising letters, Winona, Minnesota and read a
with Rochester and Winona history book," he said.

Book Trade
Continued from Page 1
probably change servers with
the Web site so it is accessible
off campus by next semester.
Senate told Davis that
they're concerned students will
misuse the site by selling junk
books.
"I always hated putting
posters on the wall by the bookstore to sell my books," Davis
said. "This site provides an easier way for students to sell and
buy books, and it is convenient
for everyone."
According to Donahue,
Winona State bookstore supervisor Karen Krause was excited
about the Web site and called it
a "great idea."
Students can get to the site
from the Winona State home
page by going into, the student

life page, then clicking on the
student resources page, and
there they can find a link to the
Student Booktrade Web site.
Meanwhile, Davis and the
student senate are going to continue improving the Web site.
"The best thing we have
going for the site is that students
and professors are supporting
it," Donahue said.
The student senate is planning on advertising for the web
site by putting up a large banner
near the campus bookstore,
according to Donahue.
"This has been a great learning experience for me," Davis
said. "It'll be nice to leave
something for future students to
use, and I can say I did this."

dents should try to have healthy
fun, maintain social supports and
spend time with friends and family.
"I'm a firm believer in wellness," she said. "Even if it's only
a half an hour, it's important to
take care of yourself, like going
to the fitness center three times a
week, or going walking. Exercise, eating right, and getting
enough sleep are crucial."

Suicides
Continued from Page 1
dents and try to help them.
The amount of people in
the dorms also helps reduce
the stress that suicidal students
experience, Brzezinski said.
"They don't feel as isolated
living in the dorms," she said.
Brzezinski said it is harder
to treat suicidal students living
in apartments because there
are fewer people to notify the
Counseling Center of any suicidal behavior.
Some signs that students
may be suicidal are persistent
sadness, statements of hopelessness, giving away possessions, changes in personality,
loss of interest in activities
and talking about death, she
said.
Brzezinski said students
who have previously tried to
commit suicide in the past are
still in danger.
If students notice that one
of their friends is becoming
suicidal, they should try to get
them help, Brzezinski said.
She said students can talk
to the friend they are concerned about, request family
member input, bring them to
counseling or go with them to
a hospital.
Brzezinski said suicidal
students shouldn't have their
feelings kept secret or be left
alone.
Asking a student if they are
suicidal can also be helpful
because it often relieves the
student to talk about it, said
Brzezinski.
"Talk to them and be there
for them," Brzezinski said.
"Friends should do that. Don't
ignore it. Absolutely don't
ignore it."
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Students prepare for upcoming 'Dancescape'
■ Performance runs Feb. 19-21

Photos by Doug
Sundin/WINONAN

Student dancers
gave a preview
last weekend of
the upcoming
Dancescape at
Winona State.

Kari Winter

event last May.
"We turn in our proposal for a dance in
WINONAN
May, practice the dance over the summer,
have auditions during the first week of
The Winona. State University Theater school and then we start rehearsing immeand Dance Department's senior program diately in September," Heggernes said.
Dancescape this year will feature the work
This year's performance consists of 13
of nine student
different styles of
choreographers.
dance, such as modThe annual capern-based dances, jazz,
stone event features
hip-hop and a tap
Winona State stupiece. Most of the
dents, faculty and
dancers perform in
There are A lot of
guest choreogratwo or three of the
:dancers
with
an
phers.
pieces.
"I
think
"Most of the choreamazing mix of
Dancescape is a
ographers
get an idea
talent — there's
good representation
for the dance and then
of Winona State's
something for
pick the piece of music
dance and theater
that they would like to
everyone.
departments," stuuse," Heggernes said.
dent choreographer
According to HegKate Goyette
Heidi Heggernes
gernes, the student
said.
choreographers help to
Publicity Manager
The 60-member
design the outfits that
cast and crew of
the dancers wear. They
Dancescape created original choreogra- look through books of possible outfits,
phy, lighting, costumes and sets for the pick one, then adjust and redesign it.
event.
Nine student choreographers' works
The cast and crew began planning this have been selected to be performed at

Dancescape 2004 through an Ramsted have created a piece
which features videos of the Misaudition.
These WSU student choreogra- sissippi River from around the
phers are Jenn Baechle, Cristin area of Winona.
"I would like to encourage
DeLaForest, Allison Engelsma,
Heidi Heggernes, Tina Moureau, people to come for an exciting
Emily Schwarz, Susie Soukase- night of entertainment,"
ume and graduating seniors Tony Dancescape publicity manager
Bartholomaus and Candy Kate Goyette said. "There are a
lot of dancers with an amazing
Wordekemper.
Garett
mix of talent
there's
Gilmore wrote
something for
and will perform original
everyone."
Ticket
rap lyrics for
prices for
Susie SoukaseDancescape is a
Dancescape
ume's dance
godd represenp i eve e
are $3 for
tation of Winona
WSU students
"Scream."
and children
Mary HardState's dance
under 12, $5
ing choreoand theater
for
faculty,
graphed "Les
staff,
senior
Chaises" from
departments
Minneapolis
citizens
and
and will open
non-WSU stuHeidi Heggernes
this year's
dents, and $6
Dancescape.
for the general
Student choreographer public. Tickets
Her piece was
can be purinspired by
music from the film "Amelie" and chased from the WSU box office.
is based on "Viewpoints" theory
Dancescape has sold out every
by Anne Bogart.
show in past years and expects
Twin Cities choreographer and that they will this year, too.
Winona State faculty member
This year's Dancescape will be
Wynn Fricke created a piece for performed Thursday through Sateight dancers entitled "Call," urday, Feb. 19 to 21 at 7:30 p.m.
which is based on traditional a on the Performing Arts Center
cappella Finnish music.
Main Stage. There will also be a
WSU Lyceum sponsored matinee performance on Saturday,
guests Olive Beringa and Otto Feb. 21 at 2 p.m.

'Reading on
the Mall'
Saturday

Mindreader
`boggles'
student's
minds

Laura Gossman
WINONAN

Mind reader and hypnotist,
Christopher Carter, put on a light
shattering show for Winona State
University students last week.
Christopher Carter claimed that
he "is in the business of freaking
people out," and after seeing the
Doug Sundin/WINoNAN
show there were a few less pesChris
Carter
clutches
a
note
card
with
personal
facts
about
a
WSU
student
and tries to
simists.
read that information without the use of his eyes. Carter does not claim any special
"I enjoy making my living
playing with people's minds,
powers, he said he knows a few tricks and uses them to entertain a crowd.
because I believe that the mind is
the last great unexplored frontier,"
As a graduate student at Uniipants' nonThe crowd marveled as Carter
Carter said.
verbal cues showed his ability to make a flo- versity of Michigan, Carter realCarter
to questions rescent light bulb light up in an ized that he could put his interest
staged a numin psychology and theater together
that he audience member's hand.
ber of mind
to
create performances with "psyAfter
having
coins
placed
over
asked.
boggling feats
his eyes, which were then duct- chic" stunts.
and kept the
Carter regularly performs at
thought the taped shut, Carter described
audience
I enjoy making
card trick objects ranging from a tennis rack- over 180 campuses each year and
involved
my living playing
was the best. ets to "Now and Laters" candies has been a featured speaker at corthroughout the
Everything that were held up by their owners. porate meetings throughout the
with people's
performance.
For another stunt audience nation.
else
he did
"The perminds.
In 2001, Campus Activities
could have members wrote their name and a
formance was
Magazine
awarded Carter the
question
that
they
wanted
Carter
somehow
amazing. Stunt
"Performing Arts Entertainer of
been rigged, to answer on a note card.
after stunt, I
Still blind folded, Carter• the Year" award.
but the card
Chris Carter
was never
Carter has performed on "The
trick sort of revealed personal facts about
bored," audiDonny
and Marie Show," at a
many
of
the
spectators
like,
Warconfused
Mindreader
ence member
Dixie
Chicks
concert and was an
rior
ID
numbers,
birthdates,
midme,"
audiFinch
Lisa
entertainer
at
one of Oprah Windle
names
and
even
recent
car
ence
member
Brandon
Wienkes
said.
frey's
house
parties.
accidents.
said.
His opening act involved a
Carter has been performing his
"It was scary. I'm glad he didAnother highlight of the show
deck of cards and four audience
"psychic"
act for 14 years.
n't
pick
out
my
card,
because
it
was
when
Carter
shattered
what
members.
The University Planning and
The audience members picked appeared to be a normal light bulb would have been kind of embarout a card and Carter guessed what with what he called his "power of rassing for people to know the Activity Committee sponsored the
event.
depths of my mind," Finch said.
card it was by watching the partic- concentration."
44

The International Reading Association declared February "I love to Read Month!" To celebrate the event, Winona
State University students in Professor Donna Helble's children's literature, reading and language arts courses will
sponsor the 21st annual "Reading on the Mall."
All events are at the Winona Mall from 9:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 7, 2004. Children and adults are invited
to the mall to celebrate reading.
Children and adults are encouraged to participate in the
opening "Storybook Character Parade." Participants should
come dressed as their favorite storybook character and line
up across from TCBY Yogurt at 9:30 a.m. prizes will be
awarded.
Several demonstrations are planned for participants to
get involved in. There will be tips on stories, finger plays,
songs and puppets for those who baby-sit or have younger
children to promote reading to children.
There will also be a book exchange for children and
adults. Adults are encouraged to bring their old, favorite
books to exchange for other books that they have yet to
read.
Children might also stop at the "Make it and Take it"
puppet table to make a puppet that they can take home with
them.
Also available will be a face painting exhibit for participants in the event to have their faces painted, a raffle and a
chance table. The Winona Public Library will have a display table and plan on giving away books to children who
stop by the exhibit and the Central Elementary PTA will
host a used book sale during the event.
Bob Miller will also perform his "Comedy Magic" show
at 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Well-known Winona residents will read some of their
favorite stories at these times:
10 a.m. — Michelle Stark, Miss Winona 2003
10:15 a.m. — Dr. Chris Carroll, Pediatric Dentist
10:30 a.m. — Jerry Miller, Mayor
10:45 a.m. —Maudie Williams, professor of Education,
Winona State
11 a.m. — Aaron Taylor, KAGE 95.3 "Morning Guy"
See Reading page 8
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Arts & Variety
Waiting tables, worldng
in retail make college
worth all the trouble

Janet Kori01

Columnist

I could remember more clearly.
The fact is, while I do not intend to
work in retail for the long term, I can't
deny that the experience has provided
valuable lessons (not to mention opportunities) to take with me into the future.
So, what have I learned? I have
learned to get a quick read on people in
order to resolve issues both positively
and efficiently. This saves time and energy for everyone.
I have learned to be more tolerant and
patient when I am the customer. So what
if I have to wait in line? When you have
customers that spend the first five minutes complaining to you about how long
they had to wait, they are essentially creating the same situation for the next person. Ironically, they also want you to
take your time and pay particular attention to them — no matter how long it
takes.
I have also learned that I shouldn't
blame the person trying to help me with
my problem. My problem is business.
It's not personal. Rudeness is not the
way to get what you want out of a situation. What is the "golden rule"? Treat
others as you want to be treated?
That brings me to the next point: contrary to popular belief, the customer is
NOT always right. Now, I can only
imagine what some of my marketing
professors will think if they read this.
However, I stand firmly behind this
statement. We are all human. We all
stand ^ chance of being in the wrong.
Overall, the main lessons that I have
learned from working in retail are these:
there are two sides to everything—don't
assume, rather observe and assess before
taking action. Listen to determine the
root of issues — many times there is a
lot of "noise" to sort through first. Lastly, treat others how you wish to be treated — it's amazing what you can accomplish when you do.

With so much of my time and energy
put into school these days, sometimes
it's hard to put an equal amount of focus
on my job.
One of my (very smart) friends once
told me that there are two jobs everyone
should have at some point in their life.
You should be a waiter or waitress. You
should try working in retail.
Why, you might ask? First, you learn
a lot about people from every imaginable background. Second, you will walk
away with a better understanding and
appreciation when it's your turn to be
waited on or taken care of. It's not too
difficult to filter out the ones who
haven't worked in either of these areas.
Lucky for me, I have had a chance to
do both—and I think my friend was right
about how valuable the experience is.
While working towards two degrees
over the past several years, I have
worked as a waitress, an 800 number
customer service rep and now in retail,
as a sales associate.
I meet some pretty interesting people
on the job. Working in retail ensures that
I have day to day encounters with nearly
every personality type on the planet —
no exaggeration.
Some of my experiences are good;
some are well, not so good. Some I
at
Reach
Janet
Korish
would like to forget, while others I wish JAKorish5260@webmail.winona.edu .

Chimps create their
own art masterpieces
SANDUSKY, Ohio (AP) — Sheba
and Bobby love creating abstract artwork — as long as they're not eating the
paints.
They're obviously not typical artists.
Sheba and Bobby are chimpanzees
who are part of a research project at
Ohio State University. It uses primate
studies to learn about child development, comparative psychology, animal
behavior and neuroscience.
Part of the research includes painting.
The chimps choose their own colors
to create their abstract designg.
"We offer a long strip of different
colors and they pick what they want,"
said Sally Boysen, who founded the
project in 1983. "If they have (the
paints) themselves, they tend to eat
them — particularly blue, which must
taste good."
While the chimpanzees seem to share
the same tastes, they all have different
approaches to their art, Boysen said.
"We can tell a painting that's been
done by Bobby or Sheba or Darrell,"
she said. "How they hold their brush,
how they make the strokes. They have
their own style."
The chimps' work was featured in
2002 at their first art show, paired with
works done by students who were
studying abstract art at a middle school
in Upper Arlington.
"We took 10 paintings from the kids

and 10 paintings from the chimps and
we mixed them and hung them in a sectioned-off area,"Boysen said.
She said the idea was to auction the
chimps' paintings to help fund her
research project.
The artwork averaged more than
$200 per painting. The chimps and the
children paired up again last year for a
show, but they also partnered with a village in East Kenya.
"We raised enough money to put a
new roof on the school and enough lumber to build new desks," Boysen said.
"Everything on their wish list we were
able to get."
"It's going to change people's lives
in the whole village," she said. "All of
that started from chimps doing paintings."
Boysen said the abstracts painted by
Bobby, a 16-year-old chimp, are usually
favorites among primate art enthusiasts.
"He just has a style that's really
attractive," she said. "You wouldn't
know it was done by a chimp."
The artwork also is being sold at a
shop in Sandusky co-owned by Boysen's sister. The framed abstract paintings sell for $85 to $165. Proceeds support Boysen's research.
On the Net..
Ohio State Chimpanzee Center:
http://chimpcenterosu.edu/research .
html
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An island by any other name might
not sound so historically sweet
ST. PAUL (AP) — It's possible, but
difficult, to name a geographic feature
in Minnesota. But that hasn't stopped
people from trying with much more
frequency in recent years.
"It's a deliberative process because
we want to make sure people have
given proper thought to such a lasting
decision," said Glen Yakel, who oversees the naming of geographic features
in the state as supervisor of hydrographics for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. "What we
do today, we want to stand the test of
time."
The process often takes a year or
more and requires local, state and federal approval.
About 70 years ago, Homer Holmbo acquired a small island in Lake Vermilion in northern Minnesota. It was
during the Depression, and the couple
he was working for could not afford to
pay him in cash. Instead, Riley and
Dorothy Creigh, who started what is
now the Life of Riley Resort outside
Cook let Holmbo choose between two
islands in the northeast end of the lake
in 1934. The island he picked has been
in the Holmbo family ever since, but it
has never had a name.
Last month, however, the island
was officially designated Holmbo
Island. The naming was a result of
efforts by Holmbo's nephew Gary, one
of a growing number of Minnesotans

who want their family's legacy to
include a favorite lake, island, creek or
other landmark that will carry on their
name.
Names such as Holmbo Island are
accepted because they convey a slice
of the state's history.
"The idea is to capture some early
history — that's probably the most
honorable reason to pursue a name
change," Yakel said. "Are there early
settlers who had a lasting and ongoing
impact on the area/vicinity lasting to
today?"
The DNR received about 12 formal
proposals for name changes last year
— twice as many as in years past.
"I used to. get an inquiry about once
every three months. Now, it's once a
week," Yakel said.
In Washington County, Tom Armstrong and Don Raleigh are petitioning
to name a lake and creek in the Oakdale and Lake Elmo area after their
pioneer great-grandmother and in
honor of their family's Irish heritage.
A public hearing on the new names —
Margaret Lake and Farney Creek —
was held Tuesday.
"I don't want someday for somebody to come in with some worthless,
meaningless, foolish name — which
has nothing to do with the history of
the county," said Armstrong, 57, a
local historian and. Washington County
district court judge.

"There are so many worthwhile
people and names in this county that
should have been kept, but they just let
these people go through and give
names that are meaningless," he said.
"They should name it a historical
name that means something. We just
don't give enough appreciation to the
people who broke the land here, especially these early pioneer families."
Not surprisingly, most of the namechange proposals in Minnesota
involve bodies of water, Yakel said.
"They are frequently, but not always,
named after relatives. But there are not
thousands of lake basins begging to be
named. There are more people than
there are features."
Sites in federally designated
wilderness areas, such as the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, are not named
unless it is necessary for reasons of
safety or education, Yakel said.
"Naming features in a wilderness
area is contrary to the purpose of a
wilderness area," he said.
Gary Holmbo, who lives in New
Brighton, is looking forward to the day
when Holmbo Island appears on a map
of the Lake Vermilion area.
"We'll probably have a celebration
this summer," Holmbo said. "It was
really a great experience to know that
this was happening."

Reading
Continued from Page 5
11:15 a.m. – Diane Amundson,
manager of Express Personnel Services
11:30 a.m. – Sonia Hanson, first
grade teacher at Jefferson Elementary
School

11:45 a.m. – Jack Kaehler, principal
of Central and Washington-Kosciusko
Elementary Schools
12 p.m. – Dave Dicke, Soft Rock
101.1 morning show announcer
12:15 a.m. Judy Davis, principal

Interested in living on campus for the 2004-05 academic year?
Room Draw will be held February 26th and 27th in the evening
$20 processing fee and $150 advance payment are due at the time of
sign-up
Information will be available
in your mailbox (on campus)
upcoming floor meetings
poster

We would love to have you back

of Goodview and Madison Elementary
Schools.
12:30 p.m. – Jean Leicester, professor of Education, Winona State
12:45 p.m. – Sondra Morgan, Mrs.
Winona County
1 p.m. – Kathy Becker, owner of
Time Out
1:15 p.m. – Maggie Modjeski, president of the Winona Community Foundation
1:30 p.m. – David Bue, president of
Wells Fargo Bank
Helble's class will show a variety of
plays, puppet shows and will read the
following books:
10 a.m. – "Miss Nelson is Missing"
and "The Very Hungry Caterpillar"
10:15 a.m. – "Click Clack Moo"
10:30 a.m. – "The Velveteen Rabbit"
10:45 a.m. – "Cowboy and his
friends"
11 a.m. – "The Three Little Pigs"
11:15 a.m. – "Strega Nona"
11:30 a.m. -- "Click Clack Moo"
11:45 a.m. – "There was an Old
lady..."
12 p.m. – "The Moose's Loose
Tooth"
12:15 p.m. – "The Stinky Cheese
Man"
12:30 p.m. – "Giggle, Giggle,
Quack"
12:45 p.m. – "The Very Hungry
Caterpillar"
1 p.m. – "Chicken Little"
1:15 p.m. – "The Three Little Pigs"
Helble serves as chairperson for
"Reading on the Mall." For more
information, call Helble at 457-5361.
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Screentime
with
Woodall & Jennings

`Perfect Score' not so perfect movie
have substance. This
week the only new
movie that opened was
"The Perfect Score."
J: And oh, my dear
sweet lord, do I wish it
hadn't. Is there any
chance I can get that
hour and a half of my
life back?
W: Nope, never. The
Teresa Woodall and Greg Je nnings plot was simple, too simple and it concentrated
way too much on the actual heist.
"The Perfect Score"
Starring: Scarlett Johansson, The heist had little entertainment
Chris Evans, Darius Miles, to it.
J: The plot was a joke. "Let's
Leonardo Nam, and Erika Chrissee how many clichés and aftertensen.
Rating: PG-13
school special brownie points we
can rack up!" Think "Ocean's
Director: Brian Robbins
Eleven," only really bad.
Plot: Six high school students REALLY bad. Not good at
who are fed up with the system all...not even a little bit. Bad.
W: Mix "Oceans Eleven"
conspire to steal the answers to
with a horrible take off of The
the SATs.
"Breakfast Club," but add that
W: Welcome to Winona, Min- psycho exchange student that
nesota where the one theater in falls out of trees from "Sixteen
town rarely gets any movies that Candles" and BAM you have

this film, in a nutshell.
J: You would, if there were
such a thing as a crap nut.
Speaking of crap, let's talk about
the acting...if you could even
call it that.
W: And you really, really
can't.
J: But just for gits and shiggles, let's run this down. Surprisingly sensitive main character: bad. Overachiever chick:
bad. NBA star in his first (and
hopefully last) film: SO DAMN
BAD! ! ! Oh wait, there's also the
comic pothead: annoying and
bad, and the guy who comes to
terms about his bad relationship:
words can't express how bad.
And finally, the infallibility of
Scarlett Johansson's ("Lost In
Translation") script selection has
expired.
W: Going along with "The
Breakfast Club" idolization and
the teen status of this film, everyone fit into a stereotypical character. The brain, athlete, lover,
fighter, loner and stoner. Wel-

come to all that is left. of our
youth. But here is a lesson
learned from this film. Just
because they can dunk a basketball does NOT mean they can
act, even as themselves, in a
film.
J: I know the two things
you're thinking right now, fair
readers. First, "But MTV Films
has such a good track record?!"
That's funny. Remember
"Orange County"? Now take
away Jack Black. Do you feel
our pain!? And secondly you're
probably thinking, "Wow. These
two just did the film equivalent
of taking a bullet for us. How
can we ever thank them? " It's
all in a day's work. But we do
take MasterCard.
W: Please hit me repeatedly
in the head for ever entering the
theater for this film. PLEASE! I
was so angry with Scarlett
Johansson. She was having such
a good year with the golden
globe nomination and "Lost in
Translation," which is up for

Best Picture at the Oscars. It's
OKAY not to be a teen idol Scarlet! Being an actual actress is
what pays!
J: As far as direction goes,
MTV's attempt to let a five-yearold man the helm of a big-budget
movie was certainly ambitious.
What's that you say? It was an
actual, grown-up human being'?
Well, then they too must be horrible at what they do! Ay Chihuahua! At least they're consistent, I guess.
W: The direction was amateur; you'd never guess that this
guy had ever directed before in
his life... embarrassingly
enough, he had. And gosh darn
was Hardball a smash hit...
again hit me in the head please.
J: That was certainly a screen
gem. I can almost make it
through fifteen minutes of waiting for Keanu to say, "I know
kung fu," in that flick before hating my life entirely.
W: Someone should have taught
these writers at MTV that when

they attempt to add humor to a
film, they should write well, not
add in a stoned guy and hope that
he gives the film what it needs.
IT NEVER WORKS!
J: Finally, I'd just like to add
that this film is bad. Run while
you still can. Run far, far away
and don't look back. If ever a
worse film is made, the world
will actually cease to exist, I'm
quite sure. Now, I can't give
more than five kicks to the head,
but let's just say that I'd just
keep kicking this one until there
was nothing left. FIVE KICKS
(with no remorse).
W: I usually get a kick out of
teen movies and I will admit it.
This movie gives a bad name to
teen movies. This, in fact, has to
be the worst teen movie I have
ever seen. This was the worst
movie of the year. I weep for the
youth of America. FIVE KICKS
to the head and feel free to keep
on kicking. Let the repression
begin.

Sultry books to get you 'in the mood' for Valentine's Day
By Joan Brunskill
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

NEW YORK (AP) — Food
can be a delicious abstraction, a
tasting state of mind as much as
a physical event involving shopping, cooking and eating. It's a
subject for study — and, of
course, the setting, context and
inspiration of passion.
Books can't literally satisfy
hunger but they can certainly
allay many pangs. Even without
recipes to send cooks hurtling
into the kitchen, books have the
power to induce romantic daydreams, to be solace and entertainment, the prelude to tea for
two, the remembrance of dinners
past.
Count the following examples
among many in a widely ranging
genre of heartwarming cookbooks.
"Table for Two: French
Recipes for Romantic Dining"
(Flammarion, 2003, $29.95) by
Marianne Paquin is a charming
package, pairing text with color
photos by Jacques Boulay.
It's a seductive but practical
guide to whipping up ideal
menus for a series of occasions
defined by chapter headings such
as "dinner by candlelight" and
"springtime on the terrace," or
the more homey "cocooning"and
"in the kitchen."
The recipes are sophisticated
yet easy to make — they include
scallops with ginger and lime,
barbecued marinated fillet of
duck with snow peas, fresh tuna
pizzas, pears stuffed with bluecheese mousse. They are all
designed to serve two people,
and include preparation and
cooking times.
The text is translated from the
writer's original French; she is a
writer and editor of lifestyle
magazines in her native France,
and her culinary imagination has
a Gallic stylishness.
An easy treat for two, made in
heart-shaped molds:

Tiny Coconut Hearts
(Preparation 15 minutes,
cooking time 20 minutes)
2 eggs
6 tablespoons granulated
sugar
1/4 cup flour
2 teaspoons yeast (from a
1/4-ounce packet)
3 tablespoons grated coconut
4 tablespoons butter
1 kumquat (optional)
Preheat oven to 400 F.
Cream the eggs and sugar.
Add the flour, yeast, grated
coconut and 3 tablespoons melted butter. Blend until smooth.
Grease 2 heart-shaped molds
with the remaining butter, fill
with the cake mixture, and bake
for about 20 minutes. Test with a
knife to see if the cakes are done.
Remove the cakes from the
molds and allow to cool. Garnish
with a few slices of kumquat
(optional).
Makes 2 servings.
"The Book Lover's Cookbook" (Ballantine, 2003,
$21.95), by Shaunda Kennedy
Wenger and Janet Kay Jensen, is
a collection of recipes inspired

by love — of books.
It's a romantic work, nonetheless, rich in good food with a
lively variety of literary links.
Cooking for people is a gift from
the cook, and the dishes this
book may prompt cooks to make
could be shared with special people to bring them even closer.
Among the recipes in the
book, Ruby's Potato Salad,
offered with a quote from
Charles Frazier's "Cold Mountain," is very current. The Baked
Stuffed Mushrooms may give
you pause if you take the accompanying Lewis Carroll quote too
seriously. But what happens
when a magic mushroom is
munched in "Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland" is, famously,
total fantasy.
Tea cakes are mentioned in a
piercing passage from F. Scott
Fitzgerald's "The Great Gatsby."
Poets quoted range from Robert
Frost on apple picking to Ogden
Nash on coffee,- and nonfiction
writers include James Herriot
and Andrew Rooney.
The literature is a wonderful
complement to the recipes, for
lovers of any stripe.
"Cooking From the Heart"
(Broadway, 2003, $29.95) is
compiled by writer-editor
Michael J. Rosen to benefit
Share Our Strength, a leading
anti-hunger organization.
Cherished recipes have been
provided by 100 eminent American chefs, with their comments
on why the dishes have special
meaning. Daniel Boulud's soup,
he says, is inspired by a memory
of when he was a very young
apprentice chef in Lyon.
Mario Batali's recipe for
homemade sausage is seasoned
with memories of family
sausage-making at New Year's in
Washington state, inspired by a
grandfather who was "a prosciutto guy."
Ming Tsai recalls wrapping
pot stickers (dumplings) with his
family at his grandmother's, and
Alice Waters explains how she
came to make her Provencal
soupe au pistou for a president.
The publishers say a portion
of the proceeds of the book will
go to Share Our Strength.
Travel has romantic associations, and many cookbooks pay
fond attention to alluring meals
and foods eaten away from
home, or inspired by exotic locations and then cooked at home.
"Cruising Cuisine for Home
Entertaining" (Cruising Cuisine
for Home Entertaining, 2002,
$29.95) is based on author Elena
Vakhrenova's experience as a
cook on a cruise ship. Her
premise is that the atmosphere of
glamorous destinations and
cuisines sampled by passengers
can be re-created at home.
The book is subtitled "Hors
d'Oeuvres and Appetizers: Volume One," and its recipes offer
up a multitude of ideas for these
tasty tidbits, canapes and finger
foods, cold or hot savory treats.
Vakhrenova explains that the
terms overlap and are often synonymous, but suggests using
hors d'oeuvres to describe the
bite-size items offered with
cocktails, not part of a meal; and
appetizers to describe items that
could be served at table as a
meal's first course.
The dishes and some cruise
scenes are shown in full-page
color photos by the author.
Italy, favorite haunt for lovers
of travel and food, is the subject
of countless books.

"The Heart of Sicily"(ki La
Press, 2003, $40) is writer Anna
Tasca Lanza's collection of
recipes and reminiscences of her
family home, Regaleali, in Sicily.
Regaleali, once a vast agricultural estate, is now primarily a
winery, she says. But they raise

sheep for milk and grow all their and reminiscences are woven rant, the Hosteria da Fiore (the
own produce, and Lanza runs a harmoniously together and are inn of flowers) in the romantic
cooking school there. She well illustrated with color pho- city of Venice.
intended the book to be a history tos.
Martin writes lovingly of his
of the place and of Sicily's culi"The da Fiore Cookbook" parents, Mara and Maurizio
nary traditions, she explains, not (Morro.14: 2003, $34.95) by Martin, who run the family'Damian() Martin takes readers
just a cookbook.
See V-Day, Page 8
Generous offerings of recipes vicariously to a famous restau-

Be involved in the

New University Visioning Project
•
There are several ways to become part of the New University Visioning process.

• Visit the New University web site. www.winona.edu/newuniversity/
for the latest information on events and emerging ideas as well as who to
contact with your comments

•Express your opinion electronically on the
New University Blackboard site. Follow the links from
the New University Home Page. You'll find background
information and a discussion board to put forward your ideas.

• Attend one of the weekly "Brown Bag Dialogue" sessions.
Dialogues held on alternate Tuesdays and Wednesdays at
noon in the Maxwell Teleconference Center and ITV to Rochester.
Next two Dialogues on Wednesday, Jan 28 and Tuesday, February 3.
• Send an

e-mail message to newu@winona.edu

New University Visioning Project

Classifieds
Junior or Senior Next Year?
Starting June 1, 2004
3 bedroom house, 4 bedroom
house and 4 bedroom delux
apartment with two full baths,
central air and dishwasher. Huge
living room. Both next to WSU.
450-3288 or 454-4444. www.
WinonaStudentHousing.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida, Campus Reps
Wanted! Free Meals & Parties!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Garages For Rent Near WSU
Vehicle or storage. Daily access.
450-3288 or 454-4444
www.WinonaStudent
Housing.com
SPRING BREAK with MazatMazatlan/Cancun.
lanExpress.
From $499+ Earn a free trip by
being a rep. (800)366-4786
www.mazexp.com
***ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ www.springbreak
discounts.com or 800-838-8202

Volunteers Sought
Healthy, non-smoking males
and females, age 18 years of
age and older are needed for
studies being conducted in
the Department of Anesthesia Research at Mayo Clinic
Rochester. Subjects must
not be on any medications
(oral contraceptives acceptable).

Monetary compensation
provided. If interested
contact Pam Engrav Toll free
at 1-866-478-9823 or
1-507-255-6938.
Email:
engray.pamela@mayo.edu
WANTED: Students who
willbe juniors or seniors
next year for Focus
Group. If you have not
rented housing for next
year, we will pay you for
your opinions and ideas.
458-5500

Volunteers Sought
Healthy, males and
females of ethnic minorities are needed for studies being conducted in
the Department of Anesthesia Research at the
Mayo Clinic. Subjects
must be age 18-40, nonsmokers, and may not
be on any
medication(oral contraceptives acceptable)

Monetary compensation
provided If interested
contact Pam Engrav
Toll free at
1-866-478-9823 or
1-507-255-6938. •
Emaill:
engray.pamela@
mayo.edu

Need to sell something?
Run a classified in the
Winonan. Call Megan at
457-5677 or winonan-

classifieds@yaoo.com
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British chronicler writes of 'American Dream' gone wrong
By MORT ROSENBLUM
AP Special Correspondent
SEATTLE (AP) — Jonathan
Raban, who at times hones his
own sword-swipe wit by citing
others' wisdom, loves a line from
Ambrose Bierce: "War is God's
way of teaching Americans
geography."
In his latest novel, the British
chronicler of American culture
turns a hard eye on his adopted
land, depicting an American
Dream gone wrong.
"Waxwings," the first of a
planned trilogy, is a rich and
often warm snapshot of the
human condition. The other two
books, still works in progress,
examine a future of road-hogging Hummer limousines and a
ruling class ensconced behind
razor wire.
"Clearly something is in store
for us," Raban says over
lunchtime vongole, before drawing at a cigarette on the terrace of
Ponti's Seafood Grill, where
Seattle begrudgingly tolerates
tobacco fumes.
"People are still living in
happy dreams of self-enrichment
and culpable ignorance, and we
have no idea of what is coming."
The leading characters of
"Waxwings" are both resident
aliens who inhabit Seattle in the

heady fin-de-millennium days
before the economy tanked and
al-Qaida devastated the nation.
One arrives half-dead from
China in a ship container. He survives by strength of will and,
with a vague notion of English,
reinvents himself as an amoral
hustler he calls Chick, because
he mishears the slur, Chink.
The other, Tom Janeway, is a
Hungarian-born Briton who
teaches literature and comments
on National Public Radio. His
wife, a high-living executive of
an Internet startup, hates how he
rolls his R's and mocks her
industry in his commentaries.
Raban's message is delivered
subtly, with an ending that leaves
readers open to conclusions of
their own. In explaining it,
though, the worldly wise author
leaves no doubts.
"People were living in a large
bubble about to burst," he says.
"The more I wrote, the more
things kept going wrong." Raban
finished the manuscript just
before . Sept. 11, 2001, but he
made no revisions to deal with a
calamity he had seen coming.
Now, he fears, there is worse
to come. Despite the generosity
and human spirit that attracted
him to the United States a decade
ago, Raban thinks that a blindness to the outside world and a
greed-based economy are squan-

dering hard-won goodwill.
He blames a "radical fundamentalist view of human nature"
in Washington, D.C. Christian
evangelists, he says, believe that
if you scratch any sinner, there's
a saved soul struggling to get
out. And, he adds, the Bush
administration believes that if
you scratch any foreigner hard
enough, you'll find an American
struggling to get out.
"The United States is now the
most singularly hated country in
the world, for all of its good
intentions," Raban says.
This harsh view seems misplaced in a gentle, slender man
of 61, who wears a baseball cap
("It's the only known cure for
baldness") and who glances
around politely before firing up a
Marlboro.
In 1990, Raban fell in love
with a woman who is no longer
with him and settled on Queen
Anne Hill in a house overlooking
the water. Their daughter, Julia,
now 12, divides her time
between both parents. A doting
father, a quiet-spoken Englishman in a sport jacket, he is no
ranting rabble rouser. But no one
who knows him is surprised by
his unvarnished observations.
Paul Theroux saw Raban
often while he was an American
writer living in England. Friends
for the past 35 years, they stay in

close touch and comment on
each other's manuscripts.
"As an unrepentant alien, he
is a brilliant noticer of American
traits and contradictions," Theroux said in a telephone interview. "When Raban notices
ways in which people in public
life become lazy and neglectful,
he goads them in the most articulate way of Thoreau, Emerson,
Melville and all the rest."
Back in April, Raban began a
prophetic piece in London's The
Guardian newspaper: "Whatever
its immediate apparent outcome,
the war on Iraq represents a catastrophic breakdown of the
British and American imagination.
"We've utterly failed to cornprehend the character of the people whose lands we have invaded, and for that we're likely to
find ourselves paying a price
beside which the body-count on
both sides in the Iraqi conflict
will seem trifling."
Raban based his judgments
on a good look around.
"Arabia," written in the
1970s, probed Middle Eastern
societies and the Muslim-based
mentality that shapes them. He
returns often to the region and to
Asia beyond. In "Hunting Mister
Heartbreak," he examined the
United States, walking the floors
of Macy's department store as
directors leveraged it into a
financial house of cards.
He has lived in the Alabama
swamps and cruised the boulevards of Hollywood. He took a

small boat down the Mississippi
in "Old Glory," and penetrated
the great northern Rockies and
the plains beyond in "Bad Land."
In "Passage to Juneau," one
paragraph perfectly sums up the
author's insatiable thirst for
books and his eclectic tastes:
"The books slammed and
swayed on the shelves, bulged
against the restraining belts of
shockcord, and sometimes liberated themselves and took flight
through the boat like so many
heavyweight pigeons.
"After a rough passage, I'd
find Edmund Leach, Evelyn
Waugh, George Vancouver,
Kwakiutl Arts, Anthony Trollope, The 12-Volt Bible, Homer,
and Oceanography and Seamanship in an unlikely tangle on the
saloon floor.
"I liked these chance couplings and collisions, and hoped
that on the long trip north the
entire library would be shaken,
pitched, and rolled into a happy,
interdisciplinary ragout."
In "Waxwings," a child disappears. Janeway, through odd
coincidence and circumstantial
evidence, is presumed to be a
kidnapper. Chick parlays his first
meager earnings into what might
be a fortune by exploiting Mexican workers — illegals like himself and then buying an
asbestos-cursed ship from a
shady operator.
The novel is rich with
Raban's gift for description.
When Chick finds outsized
columns to repair Janeway's

facade, he writes: "Cut down to
fit the porch, they'd be as comically obese as five sumo
wrestlers squatting in line."
But the book is unsettling for
Raban's judgments about what
he calls the insularity of America. At one stage, police arrest a
small, sweaty and agitated man
"of Middle Eastern appearance"
who has the makings of a. bomb
in his trunk.
Watching TV news, Janeway
reflects: "But nothing made
America feel more American
than the arrival on the doorstep
of a bona fide Arab terrorist carting a bomb in the trunk of his
rental brown Chrysler sedan.
"The guy ... was a trophy
alien, someone so satisfyingly
other that everyone could feel a
patriotic glow in the
American-as-apple-pie Port
Angeles officer who'd noticed
his shaking hands, thick French
accent, un-American size, and
nailed him as the enemy."
Ever subtle, Raban packs his
thesis into a single word to
depict a society that overestimates its ability to soar on its
own, rising above troubling
world currents that affect everyone else.
Waxwings are rare birds that
appear only fleetingly at the end
of the story. But they fly
metaphorically throughout the
book. Icarus approached the sun
on wings of wax. But heat he had
not considered brought him
painfully back to Earth.

V-Day
Continued from Page 7

7riversjobfair.com
Check online January 25
for these participating employees:

InIdersen
meran.

Winona Health

1900 South. Avenue
La Crosse, WI 54601
Gundersen Lutheran combines one
of the largest, most well respected
outpatient clinics with a state of the
art hospital. Together, these facilities
serve as a major center for both
primary and care. A wide variety of
job openings are available.
www.gundluth.orgicareers

Freedom Medical
Staffing, Inc
7025 Woodland Blvd
Minnesota City, MN 55959
We specialize in providing quality
medical staff to hospitals, nursing
homes and other medical facilities
with qualified RN's, LPN's and
CNA's
"Quality medical staffing
is our business"

855 Mankato Avenue
Winona MN 55987
Winona Health is a progressive. private,
nonprofit organization . Winona Health
consists of Community Memorial Hospital
and Lake Winona Manor. More than 85D
staff members share the important
responsibility of contributing to the health
and well being of our patients and residents.
www.winonahealth .org

Bethany
Lutheran Homes
A GUNDEUDI

owned restaurant of which he's
director. He tells the history of
the place, and how it reflects the
special flavor of Venice — both
setting and food are shown in
color photos. The recipes are
appealing and user-friendly,
adapted for the home cook.
"Truly, Madly Pasta" (Rizzoli, 2003, $29.95) is Ursula
Ferrigno's offering for pasta
lovers. Ferrigno is a native of
Italy, where she still teaches
cooking although she now lives
in London. She provides plenty
of information about pasta, tips
and hints and a range of recipes
to win pasta lovers 'hearts.
"At Blanchards Table" (Potter, 2003, $32.50) by Melinda
and Robert Blanchard is a follow-up to their "A Trip to the

Beach," an earlier book telling
how they went from New England to open Blanchards Restaurant on the Caribbean island of
Anguilla. It was a dream that
came true.
Bob Blanchard explains in the
foreword that there's no easy
label for their food. What chef
Melinda likes, he says, is "downto-earth, simple food that's full
of flavor and easy to understand." The cookbook shows that
her cooking is a happy mix of
influences from far and wide; the
recipes are some of the Blanchards' favorites from the restaurant, plus many that they say
they use for casual entertaining
in Vermont.
The book has plenty of
vibrant color photos by Ben
Fink.
"Booty Food" (Bloomsbury,
2004, $24.95) is Jaqui Mallois Awerka's #1 Sivdeurt Tow Operator ouf s 'spirited review of strateCANCUN
ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA

gies for "cultivating love and
passion through fbod." It a dating-couples' book and it a varied bill of fare — recipes and
food pictures, plus playful social
advice and photos.
Malouf is the personable
cohost of "Hot Off the Grill With
Bobby Flay," the Food Network
show, and acts out many of the
book's scenarios for its illustrations. The recipes range from
perfect martinis to pan-roasted
chicken with rosemary butter,
white truffle mac and cheese —
and The Burger To Cure All Ills.
Most of the book is focused
on twosomes, but there's at least
one recognition that romance can
hover around group eating. On
the fondue recipe page, there' s a
reminder of the ancient Swedish
custom which requires anyone
who drops their bread in the fondue pot to kiss everyone at the
table.

Send story ideas to
wsu etc@yahoo.com

ARUM

2575 South 7th Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
Bethany Lutheran Homes. a corporation of 33 corporate
churches and affiliated with the Gundersen Lutheran
Medical Center. offers a continuum of care. Over the past
52 years, Bethany Lutheran Homes has earned a
reputation for exceptional care of the elderly. We strive to
exceed this reputation. In order to provide the first care
and services to our residents and clients. each one of our
facilities has specialized to meet the many and varied
needs of the elderly.

www.bethanylutheranhomes .org

your ideas. your results.

LOGISTICSHEALTH
LHI
111 INCORPORATED
230 N. Front Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
Logistics Health, Incorporated (LHI),
specializes in disease prevention and
health information management
services. LHI also manages the
delivery of service such as physical
and dental exams to government and
corporate clients across the country.
www.logisticshealth .com

t2S

774 Webster
Green Bay, WI 53405
Bellin Health is an established 188 bed
community based, family centered acute
care facility. Belli!) consists of an acute care
hospital, primary care clinics, fitness
centers, sports medicine, mental health care,
home health, School of Radiologic
Technology and Bellin College of Nursing.
www .bel I in .org

CORVEL®

Department of
Veterans Affairs

500 E. Veterans Street
Tomah, WI 54660

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) mission
includes providing the best possible care for the Nation's
veteram. VA, the largest integrated health care provider
in the United States, employs more than 200000 with an
annual medical ant budget exceeding $20 billion. VA
treats nearly 750000 patients on an inpatient basis and
provides more than 40 million outpatient visits at more
than 600 health facilities throughout the country.

903 Parcher Street
Wausau , WI 54402
CarVel is a nationwide managed
healthcare company. Forbeds has
listed CorVel among it's "Best 200
Small Businesses in America" for
the last 9 years. Employees now
total 3500 with 185 office locations.
www.corvel .com

www.VACareers .com

QUESTIONS?
Call Tracy Buccelli at (608) 791-8247
tbuccelligacrossetribune.com

River Valley

Newspaper Group
Iacrossetribune.com or winonadailynews.com

Visit our Booth at the Trade Show!
Thursday, Feb. 5 at 2 p.m.
Kryzsko Student Union
Phone: 507.450.3518 www.computermaniac.net/dinericcom email: dinericcom@yahoo.com
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Score 'em
Men's Basketball – 1/29
Warriors
Duluth

85
79

Women's Basketball – 1/29
Warriors
Duluth

58
54

Tra.ck and Field – 1/31
The Warriors placed second
to UW-La Crosse in the
Pointer Invitational at UWStevens Point. Winona State
totaled 172 points.
Gymnastics – 1/30
Warriors

179.950

The Warriors finished tied
for third at the
Gershon/McLellan Invitational in La Crosse, Wis.

Watch 'ern
Men's Basketball
Away vs. Bemidji State,
Friday, 8 p.m.
Away vs. Crookston,
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Away vs. Bemidji State,
Friday, 6 p.m.
Away vs. Crookston,
Saturday, 6 p.m.

Zellmann helps
WSU take bite
out of Bulldogs
Scott Link
WINONAN

Winona State edged out a
resilient University of MinnesotaDuluth Bulldogs team 85-79
Thursday in conference action at
McCown Gymnasium.
The Warrior attack was led by
hot-shooting sophomore David
Zellmann, who led all scorers with
30 points on 12 of 15 shooting,
including 4 of 5 from behind the
three-point arc.
Zellmann had a strong first half
with 14 points at the break. He
continued his hot shooting into the
second half, spurring the Warriors
to a fast second-half start. For the
Bulldogs, Sean Seaman was the
leading-scorer with 28 points, and
his strong play held Duluth in the
game. Seaman also shot well, hitting 10 of 15 and 4 of 6 from
beyond the three-point line. Seaman also dished out six assists to
lead all players.
The Warrior win bumped their
conference record up to 5-4, 11-9

overall. With the Warrior win and
Bulldog loss, Winona State moved
into sole possession of fourth
place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference. The Warriors are now three games behind
conference-leader Bemidji State.
Both teams shot the ball well,
with Winona State hitting 50 percent for the game and Duluth hitting just under 48 percent. Duluth
also shot well from the foul line,
but the Warriors were able to get
to the charity stripe more than the
Bulldogs, edging them 15 to 12 on
free throws made.
Also helping the Warriors to
victory was Jon Urbach, who had
16 points for Winona State. The
junior made several key baskets
down the stretch. Other Warriors
in double figures were John Hopf
with 12, and Travis Leech with
10 points. Chad Barfknecht was
close behind with nine points.
The Winona State starting five
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
accounted for all but eight of the
Warriors' points. The Bulldogs WSU guard David Zellmann tears through the University of Minnesota-Duluth
had more balance, with 19 points defense Thursday. Zellman scored 30 points, helping the Warriors come away with a
85-79 victory over the Bulldogs.
coming from the bench.

Gymnastics

WSU hits free throws;
edges UM-Duluth 58-54

Best of Minnesota, Saturday
in Minneapolis, 7 p.m.
Track & Field
Home (Saint Mary's),
Saturday

Ian staneei
WINONAN

Start 'em
David Zellmann
The sophomore sensation
scored 30 points in a
blistering shooting display
Thursday at McCown Gym.
He hit 12 of 15 field goals,
including 4 of 5 threepointers.

Quote 'ern
"Where we are right now
is encouraging. I still don't
feel like we've put a complete meet together between
injured people being out and
`off events' at particular
meets."
Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Kim Blum
WSU track coach

Nibble on this
— NBA rookie and
teenage phenom Lebron
James scored a career-high
38 points Sunday against
the Washington Wizards.
"King" James is averaging
21 points, six assists and
six rebounds per contest
this season.
— Laker center
Shaquille O'Neal was suspended for one game for
his profanity-laced tirade
following Sunday's game
against the Toronto Raptors. O'Neal was upset at
the officiating, particularly
when he picked up an
offensive-foul call during
the third quarter.
— Kevin Garnett came
close to notching his third
triple-double of the season
Sunday, scoring 32 points,
grabbing 13 rebounds and
dishing out nine assists in
the T-Wolves' 106-101 win
against the Philadelphia
76ers. "The Big Ticket" is
averaging 24.5 points,
14 rebounds, 5.2 assists,
2.3 blocks and 1.3 steals •
per game. He's shooting
49 percent from floor,
75 percent from the line.

Winona State's Heather Peterson (23) searches for a
rebound during Thursday's game against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth. The Warriors triumphed 58-54, scoring
the last four points by free throw.

The Winona State University
women's basketball team was
up-and-down Thursday against
rival University of MinnesotaDuluth, but the Warriors ended
on an upswing, beating the
Bulldogs 58-54 at McCown
Gym.
The game was the final
meeting between UMD and
Winona State as Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference foes,
because Duluth is moving to the
North Central Conference next
year.
WSU (6-3 NSIC, 14-6 overall) trailed by as many as
13 points in the second half, but
it was all Warriors for most of
the game's final 20 minutes.
During the last 17:44,
Winona State outscored the
Bulldogs 36-19. Eighteen of the
36 points came from the freethrow line.
WSU center Anne Straate
led the charge, scoring all 14 of

her team-leading points in the
second half. She also pulled
down 10 rebounds to complete
the double-double.
"We really wanted to take it
to them in the second half," said
Straate, who has led the team in
scoring seven times this season,
including the last three games.
"We knew the way they played,
and if we were aggressive, we
would get to the line."
The Warriors did just that,
taking 23 shots from the charity
stripe in the second half and
making 20 of them.
"We knew they were foul
prone, so we wanted to get the
ball inside," WSU coach Terri
Sheridan said. "Even if we didn't get baskets, we could still
get to the line, and maybe we
could get three-point plays.
"At the half, we talked about
being more aggressive. We had
to find energy somewhere, and
we found it in the paint in the
second half."
WSU finally caught up with
Duluth with 4:58 remaining and

WSU track
totals 172;
takes 2nd

Warrior tumblers
tie for 3rd place
LA CROSSE, Wis. — The Winona State
University gymnastics team had individuals
take fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth place Friday at the Gershon/McLellan Invitational at the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Kristin Crouse was the Warriors' top finisher, grabbing fifth place with a score of 36.400.
Emily Brys was right behind with a 35.950 and
Sammi Solheid was next with a 35.500.
Allyson Thelen rounded out the WSU allaround competitors, coming in eighth place
with a 34.875.
But even with all those finishers in the top
10, WSU still tied with the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire for third place.
Crouse was the only WSU competitor to finish sixth or higher on any individual event, flipping for sixth place on the vault.
UW-La Crosse won the invite and Gustavus
Adolphus College took second.
Sunday, Jan. 25, WSU competed against
Centenary College in Monroe, La., and set
10 individual records, but lost 190.6001.85.550. That score was Winona State's highest
of the season, and the Warriors' 47.675 on the
vault was the fifth-best in school history.
Leah Kindem, Brys and Crouse finished
1-2-3 on the balance beam and Brys and Crouse
tied for second on the vault. Amy Bickler took
second in the floor exercise. •
Winona State competes in the Best of Minnesota Invitational at 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Sports Pavilion at the University of Minnesota.

took its first lead, 47-46, since
midway through the first half.
Duluth got the lead one more
time, but Straate scored six
points in 90 seconds to put
WSU up 56-54, and Kim Dreyer drilled a pair of free throws
with three seconds left to seal
the deal.
"We had a lot of girls play
really nice games tonight,"
Sheridan said. "Dreyer hustled
all over the floor, and Straate
did a great job of coming back
and playing hard in the second
half after getting no points in
the first."
WSU led 18-11 with 11:10
to play in the first half, but the
Bulldogs went on a 17-0 run
and took a 33-20 lead into the
break.
Tanysha Scott headed up
Duluth with 13 points and Katie
Pavlich added 10 points and
seven rebounds.
"Our kids played hard, but
Winona played with an attitude
and played to win," Duluth
coach Karen Stromme said.

Doug Sundin/WINONAN

A WSU gymnast performs her floor routine in this file photo from a
meet against Hamline Dec. 19, 2003.

STEVENS POINT, Wis. —
Thanks in part to a record-setting
performance by Jenny Cuculi, the
Winona State track team placed
second at the Pointer Invitational
in La Crosse, Wis., Saturday.
Cuculi set a school record in
the 55-meter dash with a secondplace time of 7.27 seconds. She
now holds two indoor school
records — the other coming in
the 300-meter dash.
Cuculi also placed first in the
long jump with a distance of
17 feet.
Other standouts for the Warriors included Tracy Knippel,
who won the triple jump. She tied
her own school record with a
jump of 37-feet, 10 3/4-inches.
Jenny Klatt and Hillary Cunningham also notched first-place
finishes, with Klatt taking the
honors in the weight throvV and
Cunningham winning the high
jump.
"Where we are right now is
very encouraging," WSU track
coach Kim Blum said
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You heard it here first: What's a man to do?
Doubts about my football knowledge lead me to contemplate my future as an NFL spectator

Ben Grice

Sports Editor

I'm growing to hate the Super Bowl.
Really, I am.
But it's not because the games aren't close — if
you remember, since 2000, three of the five contests have gone down to the wire. No, it's because
of my ego. That's right, my ego. You see, it takes a
slug to the chest every time Big Sunday rolls
around.
Why, you ask? Well, contrary to what some
might think, it's not because Justin Timberlake and
Tom Brady are annually involved, offering my
frothing-at-the-mouth-girlfriend two irresistible
pieces of eye-candy. That has nothing to do with
why I'm contemplating never watching an NFL
game again.
Simply, I can no longer stand to sit and watch a
game that tricks me. The NFL dupes me into
thinking I know what I'm talking about. Bluntly,
can't pick a winner for the life of me. Each

August, I think the Vikings are on the road to an
NFL Championship. Each December, I wonder
how they didn't make the playoffs.'
Over the course of my life, this professional
American futbol game has steadily built my selfperception to Everest-like heights, only to pull the
rug out from underneath it, sending it crashing to
the ground. Sunday, my self-worth hit rock bottom.
Turns out, my football I.Q. is nowhere near
what I thought. According to reality, I don't know
jack-squat about the game.
If you read my column two weeks ago — when
I said the Patriots/Panthers match-up would be a
defensive battle, a low-scoring affair — you'd see
what I mean. Oh, for those of you living in a cave,
the Pats won 32-29 on a last-second field goal by
Adam Vinatieri. 32-29. That's 61 total points. My
prediction: around half that.
So where do I go from here? Good question.
Truth is, I don't know for sure, but after doing
some serious soul-searching, I've come up with
some football-fanatisizing (I made this word up.
It's a cross between fanatic and fantasizing, of
which, when it comes to football, I somehow
closely associate with both) alternatives:
— I could spend the extra time studying.
Maybe try to become a scientist, where my assertions would be based upon empirical data, not subjective opinion.

— I could find another job, perhaps raking
leaves and/or shoveling snow. I don't think I'd
have to worry about failure here; even chimps can
be trained to accomplish these mindless tasks.
— I could join a bowling league. I've heard
throwing heavy balls at wooden pins can help
relieve stress and release endorphins.
— Or, I could become a football cheerleader.
That way, people would dismiss anything I said,
knowing it doesn't hold an ounce of credibility.
Who am I kidding? 1 shouldn't have to alter my
allegiances. I shouldn't have to give up on something that's enamored me since I was a boy! No! I
won't do it!
And here's why: I am vowing (or pledging;
your choice) to become a better, more committed
student of the game. This way, I'll have such an
incredibly-high level of football wisdom that my
claims will never be incorrect. My predictions will
be perfect, my every football utterance infallible!
Ha!
I'd like to take this time to thank the Winonan
newspaper for allowing me to work through my
personal issues in print. I can't tell you how much
AP Photo
of a better fan I am because of it. Thanks again. Oh
New England Patriots quarterback Tom
yeah, and thank you too, Tom Brady. Thanks for
Brady poses with his Most Valuable Player
showing me, time and again, that I'm full of crap.
Ben Grice can be reached at bennygrice
hotmail.corn

trophy Monday, Feb. 2, 2004, in Houston.
Brady led his team to the Super Bowl win
over the Carolina Panthers.

Struggles of Chicago hoopsters Curry,
Chandler common in prep-to-pro leap

AP Photo

From left, Carl Eller of the Minnesota Vikings, Barry
Sanders of the Detroit Lions, and John Elway of the Denver Broncos pose together after being named to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame Saturday, Jan. 31, 2004, in Houston.

Eller becomes 7th
Viking elected to
Pro Football Hall
Defensive lineman joins Page, Yary,
Krause, Grant, Tarkenton and Finks

-

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Carl Eller tried not to get his
hopes up.
Five previous times, the former Minnesota Vikings defensive end had been a finalist for
pro football's Hall of Fame. He
fell short each time.
Nevertheless, he couldn't
help but feel excited on his trip
from the Twin Cities to Houston
this week.
"I was thinking, 'Maybe it's
going to happen,"' he said.
It turns out six times was a
charm for Eller, who on Saturday became the seventh Viking
to earn a Hall of Fame induction.
Eller joined John Elway, Barry
Sanders and Bob Brown as the
Hall's newest members. They'll
be officially enshrined on
Aug. 8 in Canton, Ohio.
"I would scream and yell, but
I don't want to scare you," Eller
told reporters in Houston.
Eller, a mainstay of the legendary Purple People Eaters
defensive line that led the
Vikings to four Super Bowls,
played 16 seasons and
225 games. A five-time All-Pro,
he used speed and guile to trap
quarterbacks long before the
sack was an official statistic.
One of his Purple People
Eater teammates, Jim Marshall,
was also a finalist this year. Marshall holds the NFL record for
consecutive games played and
started with 282. He also holds
the NFL record for fumble
recoveries with 29.
'Both Eller and Marshall —
who still top the Vikings' record
books with 130 and 127 sacks,

respectively — started in all four
Super Bowl games. All were
losses.
Although the losses hurt,
Eller was proud just to play in
the title game.
"Next to this, those were the
highlights of my career," he said.
Eller, a six-time Pro Bowl
selection, played with the
Vikings from 1964-1978. He
spent his final NFL season in
Seattle. He played in 209 games
and started 201 for the Vikings,
joining Marshall and Mick Tingelhoff as the only players in
team history to start 200-plus
games.
The Vikings made a strong
push to get Eller and Marshall
elected this year because it was
their final year of eligibility as
modern-era players. Players who
have been retired longer than
25 years must be selected by the
Seniors Committee first and then
presented to the 39-member
selectors committee. There are
Only two senior finalists considered per year compared to
13 modern-era finalists.
Eller joins Vikings defensive
linemate Alan Page in the hall.
Other Minnesota inductees
include quarterback Fran
Tarkenton (1986), coach Bud
Grant (1994), administrator Jim
Finks (1995), safety Paul Krause
(1998) and tackle Ron Yary
(2001).
"This is a great moment for
me," Eller said. "It took a long
time to come. It made me understand that some things just do
take time."

CHICAGO (AP) — The
Chicago Bulls gambled big
three summers ago, entrusting
the future of the franchise to a
couple of teenagers just out of
high school.
Tyson Chanter and Eddy
Curry were raw and inexperienced, but they were also 7 feet
tall and incredibly talented.
Give them time to develop, and
the two could be the best big
men in the East — and the cornerstone of a new Bulls dynasty.
Three years later, Chandler
and Curry remain certain they'll

be a force in the NBA one day.
But they're no closer to dominating the game than they were
that June night they were drafted, and the Bulls are paying the
price with another abysmal year.
Chandler has shown he can
live up to his hype, averaging a
double-double early in the season, but he's played in only
10 games because of a back
injury. Curry gets pushed
around too easily for a guy
dubbed "Baby Shag," and he's
regressed from last season,
when he led the NBA with a

.585 field goal percentage.
He's averaging less than six
rebounds to go with his 12.5
points, and coach Scott Skiles
has criticized his conditioning.
He's also a frequent target of
boos in Chicago -- not an easy
thing to hear in your hometown.,
"I know if I was out there, I
could make things easier for
him," said Chandler, who was
drafted second overall in 2001,
two spots ahead of Curry.
"I'm always going to feel
like we can be the best two big
men in the East. I know we can

be. I know we will be."
But when? While Kevin Garnett made the transition from
preps to the pros with relative
ease and LeBron James makes
the leap seem like child's play
this year, they are the exceptions. Most players who've gone
from high school to the NBA
have struggled early on, children in a man's game.
Some eventually become
standouts, developing slowly
like Indiana's Jermaine O'Neal
and Seattle's Rashard Lewis.
Others become cautionary tales.

The Power of Creativity

Check Demiurge out
at Trade Show Day.
Thursday, Feb. 5
3:30 p.m.
WSU Student Union
f:

emiur e
A powerful force
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Without hope, there's no direction in life
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Katrina Jensen

Editorial
Columnist

o you know what the future holds? I
don't know what the future holds, but I
do know who holds the future. This is a
statement that I heard recently, and I paused and
thought, that's pretty neat. The future can be
scary — not knowing what to do after graduation, wondering if you'll ever meet that perfect
guy or girl, worrying about finding a "real" job
eventually. More immediate is the future of this
semester — will I pass all my classes, will my
professors someday morph into irrational and
impossible beings, and can I stand my part time
job for another four months? The list of these
things goes on and on and is not answered easily, but I have faith that God has the best plan for

D

-

me and this gives me hope.
One of my favorite verses is Jeremiah 29:11
(NIV), "For I know the plans I have for you,"
declares the Lord. "Plans to prosper you and not
to harm you, plans to give you hope and a
future." There those words are again, hope and
future. Hope is about things that might happen
in the future, whether in the immediate or distant future. This verse has kept me going when
the future looks blurry and I have to remind
myself that God's plan for me is better than anything I could plan on my own. For example, if
someone were to tell me that I would be writing
religious columns for a college newspaper five
years ago, I would have laughed in their face,
dismissing the whole notion. But here I am, and
it's a great opportunity that I wouldn't even
think of passing up now.
I've met people who've looked as though
they had no hope. It's very unnerving. They go
about their lives with blinders on, not realizing
that they're missing out on the best of what life
has to offer. It's like they're stuck — stuck in
their job, their routine, and their accustomed
life. They have no purpose, and don't really
know why they're here.

More red octagons please
Adam Crowson

Editor In Chief
-

-

t is time that someone comments on the
problems of uncontrolled intersections in
this town.
I was reminded of the problem these intersections cause since my girlfriend was broad
sided by an unlicensed driver this past weekend.
Since it was uncontrolled, there really is no
way to declare who is at fault in the accident,
except the fact that there were two witnesses
who saw the other driver going too fast for the
conditions. Despite the luck my girlfriend had

I

in not being cited as at fault, she doesn't have a

car and now needs to find a new one.
My first experience with the problems on
the East side came when I moved into my
neighborhood and took a job as a part-time
reporter at a local newspaper. One summer
night, at the intersection of Wabasha and Zumbro Streets, a small Saturn, heading south on
Zumbro Street, collided with a big Ford F150
truck. The Saturn, traveling at such a fast
speed, hit the truck and knocked it onto its pas-

senger side.
The driver of the truck, while shaken up,
seemed a little steamed.
To add more problems to this one particular
• accident, I learned from some of my neighbors
that this Saturn had regularly sped through the
uncontrolled intersection more than once during that day.
The biggest problem is this: Winona Police
are busy reporting to accidents at uncontrolled
intersections and I can just about guess that the
majority of this winter's accidents have been at
intersections without any signs—which, unfortunately, seem to be abundant on the East side
(unless there is an elementary school nearby?).
When the police reported my girlfriend's
accident, the reporting officer told her to watch
out for those intersections. Well, that's a great
deduction officer. If you know it's a problem
why don't we put up some more stop signs?
Next time you're out, drive down Wabasha
Street.
Go all along the street until you get to
Franklin. Between Main and Franklin there are
stop signs at every intersection. Pass Franklin
and there are five uncontrolled intersections
until you get to Hamilton Street. After Hamilton, there are four uncontrolled intersections
until you get to the elementary school.
And, for the most part this is how Fourth,
Fifth, King and Howard Streets look like.
To add more problems the majority of these
intersections are obstructed so drivers must
atrociously slow down, inch out into the inter-

♦
Groups, work together
to help causes
Pro-choice?
Anti-choice?
Pro-life? Anti-life? Pro-abortion? Anti-abortion? Let's not
confuse our definitions here,
folks. I have yet to meet a person
who identifies as "pro-abortion"
or "anti-life," so let's throw those
out. At the same time, I think
everyone can identify with "prolife." Humanity and instinct tells
us all that life is good and death
is bad. I consider myself prochoice because neither I nor
some kind of supernatural power
can dictate what is right and
wrong for an individual. I consider myself pro-life because I
love life! I respect life and
respect women's individual
choices. Am I a walking contradiction? Nope.
In a perfect world, everyone
should have medically accurate
information about their biology
and full access to contraceptives
so that abortion is an unnecessary practice. This is what prochoice and anti-choice folks
have in common and should
focus their efforts on. Why don't
we see Warriors For Life handing out condoms and medically
accurate information about pregnancy prevention? What Kathy

Ot0r4
Winonan
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Foerster failed to mention in her
letter to the editor is the continuing belief on the part of antichoice folks, especially those
whose minds are flooded with
religious dogma, that contraception is an "agent of abortion."
Women find few times in their
life when their reproductive
choices are not being dictated by
some other power that is not
their own. And let's not be
silly...we know that abstinenceonly education DOES NOT
WORK!!!
But this circular debate of
what is life and what is not has to
be pushed aside. In colonial
America, magistrates of the
Christian church advocated that
women strangle their illegitimate
children at birth (Carol F.
Karlsen). In impoverished areas
of Brazil, infant mortality rates
are so high that people (and the
Catholic church) have culturally
legitimized infanticide by
neglect ("Death Without Weeping"). It's time to take off the
cultural blinders. What about in
China, where women abort their
female fetuses as soon as the
gender can be known? And
before medical science could
measure brain waves, people had
toe tags and were being wheeled
to the morgue when they sat up

section just to see if anything is coming, like a
purple haired woman on the interstate.
Take Wabasha and Carimona for example.
At the corner is Poots and on the weekends
there are cars all around. Drivers have to slowly inch out just to see around cars.
Another intersection, where the accident
took place with my girlfriend, is Chestnut and
Fourth, where Watkins and a lot of big houses
with some unnecessary landscaping obstruct
the views of motorists. (If it's a violation to
have tab much tint on your windshield, then
why is it okay to have a big rock sculpture in
your yard to block a view of a car coming from
another direction?)
We need more stop signs placed on the East
side of town.
I mean, seriously, come on...we have like
300 billion freakin' railroad crossing stop arms
and barriers to keep people's cars from getting
molested by trains but it's okay to only put stop
signs by rich people's houses (along Seventh
Street on the other side of Huff), Watkins
Manor (so elderly people on their buggies
don't get side swiped) and elementary schools
(so little rugrats, who don't know how to look
both ways before crossing, don't wind up on
my windshield like a bug).
The town needs more stop signs.

Reach Adam Crowson at winonan@
winona.edu

It's a wondrous thing, hope. It's to desire
something with confident expectation of its fulfillment. And Christians have hope because they
know that Jesus Christ is the holder of their
future. So where does this hope come from? It
comes from God. Even in the verse mentioned
earlier, Jeremiah 29:11, it said that God will
give you hope. Another verse, Psalm 62:5 (NIV)
says, "Find rest, 0 my soul, in God alone; my
hope comes from him." Hope is often the only
thing left when things go wrong or not as we
planned. It's the thinking that tomorrow will be
better. And we look to the future with that hope.
Isaiah 40:31 (NIV) says, "But those who hope
in the Lord will renew their strength. They will
soar on wings like eagles, they will run and not
grow weary, they will walk and not be faint." I
hope that this week you will be renewed by
God's hope and recognize that although the
future can be scary, it's reassuring to know that
God knows the plan for your life and has a
bright future, both immediately and long-term.
Reach Katrina Jensen at kmjensen7527@
webmail.winona.edu

Don't be afraid
to feel as angry
or as loving as
you can,
because when
you feel nothing, it's just
death.
Lena Horne

Letters to the Editor

on the stretcher, alive and well.
Is a wet dream genocide? I have
been ovulating for about eight
years now and have not fertilized
a single one of those eggs. Have
I been committing murder by
wasting the potential for life?
Where is the line? Twinkle in the
eye? Ovulation? Fertilization?
Implantation? Quickening? Measurable brain waves? Birth? And
why do we draw the line at
human life? I'm sure Ms. Foerster has taken antibiotics many
times to kill innocent bacteria
living inside her body. Don't
those bacteria have a right to
live, as well?
Do you all get the point? I
can't judge any of this. Neither
can you. The truth is that
THERE IS NO TRUTH to this
argument. Humanity has been
debating what constitutes "personhood" for centuries and I
don't think anyone (including
intangible deities manifested in
the form of a sacred manual) can
tell us. The debate needs to be
refocused on the self-determination of a woman, her health, her
and her partner's choices, her
privacy, and her ideologies. The
debate boils down to whether or
not people want women to have
reproductive choices.
If the Warriors For Life could

Adam Crowson

Jenny Miller

Ben Grice

Paul Sloth

Brian Krans

Doug Sundin

paint their picture of the perfect
world, everyone would be married before they became sexually
active and women would have
babies from their honeymoon to
menopause. Not how I would
want to live my life. So let's get
over this feudal debate and find a
way to work together to give
women realistic choices.
Erin Kevin
Political
Science
Women's Studies/ Senior
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Underlying politics influence flag project
An American flag in every
classroom on the campus of
Winona State University appears
to be a noble, patriotic, and a just
idea. Right? Or, could such a
project be in fact a political
maneuver hidden under patriotism and the fear of appearing
un-patriotic? At this point the
ideological opposition to the
placement of an American flag in
every class is irrelevant. What is
relevant is the procedure in
which the College Republicans
pushed forward this initiative.
The College Republicans proposed a project to place an
American flag in all 120 of
Winona State University class-

rooms. What is the method to get
such a project installed at our
university? Ideally, for an initiative of this magnitude it would
require approval of the Student
Senate, submission to Faculty
Senate, and subsequently conclude at the administrative level.
Initially this was the process of
implementation the College
Republicans proposed at the Student Senate meeting on Oct. 22,
2003. After heated debate a
majority of student senators supported the project (For details
refer to www.winona.edu/studentsenate) . Would the Faculty
Senate be consulted next? No.
When rumors of opposition
surfaced, the College Republicans blatantly subverted the system. Opposition to the project
includes the rejection of symbolism in the classroom, to the
excessive amount of flags proposed, to the politicizing of the
American flag that is evident. In
order to avoid rejection of the
project, the CRs bypassed consulting the faculty and went
directly to President Krueger.
President Krueger suggested
revising the project, and
informed the CRs that they
would need to present the proposal to the Faculty Senate. Our
primary concern rests in the

absence of faculty consultation.
Instead the CRs used political
ties in the Legislature (i.e.
Republican Carla Nelson,
Rochester) to pressure President
Krueger to pass the flag project
as originally proposed. One may
question the influence Nelson
has pertaining to the up-coming
Legislative session, for instance;
the multiple bonding projects
that WSU wants passed by the
Legislature.
It is debatable as to the primary nobility, patriotism and just
cause, however due to the
process in which the College
Republicans executed this project, these characteristics have
been lost. Existing now is only
partisanship, political motivation, and illegitimate procedure.
This controversy may have been
adverted had there been a platform for concerns, a student
forum, and faculty consultation.
Instead a backdoor approach of
using political ties seems to be
preferred.
Mary Fanning
Psychology/ Senior
Ryan Flynn
International
Freshman
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We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and
include your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty
members must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members
must include full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space, content or
relevance when necessary, and to reject ads and letters to the editor it deems inappropriate.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Right: Dongmei
Cheng provides background music with a
harmonica, while the
guests enjoy their
authentic Asian meal.
Middle Left: To conclude the evening,
members of the club
showed off traditional
clothing from Asian and
Southeast Asian countries in the form of a
fashion show.
Middle Rigt: Mai
Xiong, Anu Suraweera,
and Hasitha Amarasekera, along with SAng
See and Emily Johnson, perform an Indian
Dance for the guests.

7 th. _Aim./

AJLan American,
Cefe‘ration

To create awareness of the Asian Culture, the Asian
American Club held a dinner celebration last Saturday
night in the East Cafeteria, which community members, WSU students, and faculty were in attendance.

Left: Members of the
Asian American Club
serve-up fried rice,
chicken curry, and an
assortment of other
traditional Asian food.

